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Shortfall to create MSU cutbacks
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Editor In Chief

The future funding of many
academic and capital projects at
Murray State University is still
uncertain as the University
responds to a $31.6 million cutback in higher education.
The cutbacks stem from a projected $155 million revenue
shortfall this fiscal year from
the original fiscal projection by

state economists.
Although the specific amount
to be cut at each of the state's
universities has not been determined yet, authorities with the
Council on Higher Education
say specific figures will be
available after it meets on Nov.
4.
Norman Snider, the Council's
director of communication services, said, however, that the

universities can anticipate the
In a memorandum to the
necessary budget reductions University community, Presiwith the Council's indication of dent Ronald J. Kurth indicated
a 5 percent cut less their debt that in using the Council on
service money.
Higher Education's appropria"That should give them a tion formula, the University
pretty good idea," he said. should prepare for a $1.5
"After the specific amounts million to $2 million reduction.
have been determined we'll ex"That figure is really just a
pect the universities to give a guess on our part, but we won't
breakdown on how they're go- know any figures until the
ing to make the cutbacks."
state appropriations committee

has expressed itself to the
Council and until the Council
staff approves a method of divying up the cuts," Kurth said.
He said in taking money from
the univeristies he expects the
Council to use the same percentage formula used to appropriate it.
Kurth said this budget reduction is more serious than just a
single-year reduction because it

is to the recurring fund base of
the University.
Paul Bylaska, University
budget office director, agreed,
s_aying that if the University
had been asked to make a
single-year reduction it would
have been much easier than
taking it out of the base. .
Please see BUDGET
Back Page

Freshman ACTs above
national, state averages
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor

ACT RANKING

Despite public criticism of the
Scores for Freshmen entering
quality of high school education
Murray
State University in the
today, entering freshmen at
Fall
of
1990
was above the
Murray State University are
state
and
national
norms.
proving on the ACT that they
The mean was 21.6 for the
are more than qualified to hanclass
dle the rigors of college.
Mary Smith, assistant direc• 17 and below
tor of admissions, said Murray
State freshmen have scored
1s- 21
above the national average consistently, and they have scored
•
22-26
above the state average the
past four years.
21 and more
Recent data released show
last year's freshmen to have a Source: FACULTV RESOURCE CENTER Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
mean score of 21.6. Eighty-one
percent of them scored between be misleading in some cases.
reading developmental classes.
18 and 26 on the ACT test.
Doris Cella, director of the
"We have been in the
Smith said the mean score is Learning Center, said nearly 700-plus or -minus range year
important because it often 25 percent of the entering after year," she said.
alludes to the capability of the freshmen were enrolled in
The courses are not offered
student.
developmental classes because based on the composite score,
"Over the years it has proven of weak ACT subscores. CmPlease see ACT
to be an indicator," she said.
. rently, 670 students are enroll·
Back Page
The mean score, however, can ed in the math, English and

D
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Mentors assist students
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

THE GREAT PUMPKIN
Hans Voges, a sophomore accounting major from Hartford, and Grant Luckett, a senior
criminal justice major from Russellville, gather pumpkins for an upcoming Halloween social
function for Sigma Phi Epsilon.

The mentor program started
by the office of minority student
affairs is an effort to improve
minority retention at Murray
State University.
The program, established in
the fall of 1984, pairs minority
freshmen and transfer students
with a member of faculty, staff
or administration.
Doris Clark, coordinator of
the minority affairs office, said
Lhe mentors assist the office
and the students by monitoring
students' academic progress

and serving as friends, role
models and counselors.
"The mentors have an opendoor policy where the students
can come and talk about
anything," Clark said. "They
try to contact the students to
see if they need help."
"Most black students drop
out," she said. "They're afraid
to ask questions because
they're minorities. We try to
make them comfortable to ask
questions."
Clark said at a predominantly white institution like Murray State, black students may

feel isolated and unwelcome.
She said that some students
may be the first in their
families to go to college.
"A lot are first-generation
students, so there's a lot they
don't know about college," she
said.
Every fall semester Clark
sends a letter to all new
students, and other interested
minority students can request a
mentor. Letters are also sent to
all University faculty, staff and
Please see MENTOR
Page 6

Students making th·e ir Fall Break travel plans
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Excitement is mounting as Murray
State University prepares to cancel
classes for a one-day break. Students
are packing their bags and preparing
to hit the road destined for a variety
of places.
Janet Wiles, a senior home
economics major from Elkton, said
she is homeward bound.
"I'm going home to spend quality
time with the one I love," she said.
Wiles said she is glad Murray State
decided to have Fall Break.
"I am glad the University realized

the importance of giving students
some time to relax," she said.
For two students, Fall Break provides an opportunity to reunite with
family members.
"I've never been home for my
sister's birthday since I started college four years ago," said Kristie
Vaughn, a senior accounting major
from Providence.
Lisa Wedding, a sophomore
prepharmacy major from
Whitesville, said she's also looking
forward to seeing family members.
"I'm going to Lexington to spend
the day visiting relatives,'' Wedding
said.

~-A_C_LO_SE_R_L_OO_K
_

NTRAMURAL CTIVITIES
In 1983 the Intramural program at Murray State University was reorganized Into
the Campus Recreation Office. More than one-third of the student body has
participated In one or more of the activities offered each year.

Year
1986-87
1987-88
1988·89
1989-90
1990-91

Participants
Male
Female
1,555
1,076
1,599
1,803
2,305

Source: CAMPUS RECREATION

1,128
1,504
1,706
1,539
1,004

Tammye Campbell, a senior
criminal · justice major from Clay,
said she and a friend are going to
Pensacola, Fla., for Fall Break.
"We are leaving Wednesday night
and heading toward Pensacola to
stay with my friend's family," she
said.
Campbell said she thinks Fall
Break is a good idea because
students need the break after
midterms.
"I'd like to see Fall Break extended
for one more day," she said, "since
we have an entire week in the
spring."

Total
2,683
2,580
3,305
3 ,3 42
3,309

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

backward
__, Fall
In addition to the relaxation of Fall

Learning to read
Being able to pick up a textbook or this newspaper and read it seems like a normal pastime
for anyone. But for more than 400,000 Kentuckians, It is an impossibility.
Illiteracy is a statewide problem, but two programs are working to combat the problem in
Calloway County.
The Adult Literacy Program and the Adult
Learning Center, both based at MSU, are free to
those who want to learn to read.
Stories on Page 5

Break this week, students, faculty and
staff will have the leisure of an extra
hour of sleep.
Don't forget to set clocks back as
daylight-saving time comes to an end
Sunday.
The change in time is implemented
each year to shift the amount of daylight from morning to evening so that
daytime would appear longer in the
summer.
The time change officially goes into
effect at 2 a.m., resulting in the clocks
being set back to 1 a.m.
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Alcohol
can
be
trouble
Lawyer speaks about groups' risks of liability
By

LEIG~

LAND,.;.;.IN,.;.;.I_ _ __

News Editor

Liability has become a hot
issue lately, and Murray State
University students were in·
formed as part of National Col
legiate Alcohol Awareness
Week about the dangers of
liability resulting from serving
alcohol at group functions.
Vicki Jones, a lawyer with
MSU, t old students during a
speech last week that serving
alcohol at any group function,
whether sponsored by a fraternity, sorority or open organization, could lead to a liability
problem.
If alcohol is served or sold at a
party, she said, the sponsoring
organization could be held
liable for any incidents. That is
known in legal terms as a
"dram shop" law.
''Hosts of gatherings - not
just bars, but fraternities,

VICKI JONES
sororities, the institution Itself
or any other organization - are
responsible for the damages inflicted by their guests," Jones
said.
If a group is held liable for an
incident involving alcohol at
one of its function s, she said,
the group's officers, adviser and
the University can be held
liable. If the group is a national

organization, the national
group can be held liable, she
said.
An organization could also
face a lawsuit if an incident involving alcohol happens on its
premises, she said.
"If you do get caught up in a
lawsuit, that judgment stays
with you for 15 years," Jones
said. "Don't let them (hopes) be
shattered by having a lawsuit
hanging over you."
One of the best ways to avoid
lawsuits and reduce liability
risks is by designating parties
a~ BYOB, where guests take
responsibility for drinking by
bringing their own alcohol or
other drink, she said.
Other ways to lower responsibility, she said, include
designating a driver for the
evening or not drinking at all.
Jones said many bars are
beginning to sponsor alcoholfree nights or parties.

NEWSBRIEFS
Eateries to have new hours
Several campus restaurants will have new hours beginning
Monday.
• Winslow Cafeteria - no change
• Fast Track - Sunday 10:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. ; Monday
through Thursday 6:30a.m. to 10:30 p.m.; Friday 6:30a.m. to
9 p.m. and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
• Hart Hall Deli - Monday through Thursday 6:30 a .m. to
10:30 p.m. and Friday 6:30 a .m. to 9 p.m.
• Thoroughbred Room - Monday through Friday 7 a.m. to 2
p.m.
• Stables- Monday through Friday 3 p.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1 p.m. to 10 p.m.
• Sugar Cube - no change

"You can have fun and not
drink," she said.
She also told the students
that they should set the example of responsible drinking for
younger students, since groups'
younger members look up to
the older ones as role models.
Jones said MSU and the Student Government Association
want to provide students with
information about the University's alcohol policy.
Murray State University has
structured an alcohol policy
that states that the institution
will not serve alcohol to
students and that alcohol is not
to be consumed on University
property, Jones said.
"The bottom line," Jones
said, "is that Murray State
shouldn't have any problems
with students getting drunk at
University functions."

Ken Lake exposition slated
A Kentucky Lake Exposition set for 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday will allow interested people to ask questions of lake
workers.
The one-day event at Hancock Biological Station in rural
Calloway County will include forums by representatives
from several federal and state governmental agencies.
Anyone who would like to obtain more information about
Kentucky Lake Exposition may call David White or Bobby
Lee at 472-2272.

Ag anniversary marked
This year will mark the 24th anniversary of the master's
degree program in agriculture at Murray State University.
Durwood Beatty, graduate coorinator in the MSU department of agriculture, said agriculture has ranked as the No. 1
industry in Kentucky since 1967. "There is as much a de·
mand now for a greater level of agricultural expertise beyond
the baccalaureate degree as 24 years ago," he said.

Rauch breathes life into program
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Murray State University's affirmative
action office has been revived with the arrival of its enthusiastic new director,
Doreen Rauch.
Rauch, who received her degree in
psychology and anthropology from the
University of Cincinnati and also attended
Howard Law School, served as a law professor at the Commonwealth School of Law
in Lowell, Mass., and as an a<ljunct professor in black studies and womens' studies
at the University of Massachusetts in
Boston.
She said she found out about Murray
State's opening in affirmative action
through the Chronicle of Higher Education. Rauch said she chose to come to Murray because her mother-in-law is from northern Kentucky, and she has always enjoyed the state. She said she had never
visited the western part of the state.
"I felt it would be a good place to effect
good standing in equal employment opportunity," she said.
Rauch said she has found the community
of Murray very enjoyable, and she likes the
school, as well.
"I find the students quite interesting,"

she said. "Many innovative attitudes are nions and making suggestions.
She said although there has not been any
being put in place."
In addition to her academic and profes- implementation, many ideas and plans are
sional qualifications, Rauch said, other fac- in progress.
tors also qualify her for the position.
"There are lots of irons in the frre," she
"I have a personal interest in seeing to it said. "There are some exciting things
that all Americans are treated fairly in happening."
having equal expectations," she said. "1
Rauch said the office has been extended
have a r esponsibility to the student body.
to
improve minority faculty recruitment.
It's important to provide diversity."
Rauch said she and her office are respon- She also said plans are under way to bring
sible for keeping the University apprised of speakers to the University.
the status of various laws dealing with
Rauch said she has re-activated the afirrrecruitment and retention. Rauch said she mative action committee, which includes
sees to it that the University is not only two student representatives who help
aware of the laws but also implements publicize the office and serve as liaisons
them. Rauch said that the office handles between students and herself.
cases that deal with minorities, and blacks
So far, she said, she has not come across
in particular, but it also handles cases involving age, disabilities and veterans' any cases in which she has jurisdiction.
Rauch said for students who have a proconcerns.
She said before taking on the position her blem, the office does have a grievance proexpectations may have been a little too cedure available. Explanation of the procedure will be provided for those with
high.
"I expected to make immediate change," claims.
she said. "I realize that was a position of
Rauch said the sexual harassment pro1
naivete."
cedure is being reviewed, not because of
Rauch's enthusiasm has not waned, any specific charges or because of the
however. She said everyone has been Clarence Thomas hearings, but because of
cooperative and directive in expressing opi- its importance.

PARKING
APPEALS

RESERVE

PEOPLE

OFFICERS'

GINNY RICHERSON, an associate professor in office systems
and business, the coordinator of business
and marketing , has been selected as the
Faculty Fellow of the week. Richerson has
been very active in Hall Council and Resident Adviser programs in Elizabth Hall.
Having the opportunity to spend more
time with students was the reason she decided to become a Faculty Fellow.
Richerson is also involved with Theta Chi
Delta, Phi Beta Lambda, Phi Delta Kappa,
and the KIES program.
CONCETTA CULLIVER, director of the criminal justice program at Murray State University, conducted a training
seminar at the International Criminal Justice Training Conferenca in Bellevue, :Wash., Oct. 12-16.
She discUBSed an instrument she designed for evaluating
current performance appraisal systems in correctional
institutions.

TRAINING

CORPS

JUDICIAL BOARD MEETING
Review of Parking Appeals
Tuesday, Oct. 29
3:30p.m.
OIDOROOM

~ CURRISCENmR ~

THE MOST EXCITING I'EW HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ILL WEEK.
~1ft-1 •o~e>

751A

'~-v~tf

MIL 207 Adventure Training
Build your self-confidence in thia exciting
Army ROTC elective. We'll get you out of the
claasroom and into adventure.
Open to aU freshmen and sophomores
without obligation. Class aize is limited so
register today.

i

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIITEST COIJ.EGE
C01JRSEYOU CD TilE.
MURRAY CABLE
lB. All SHOPPING CINt1l
753-SIOS

For more Information contact:
CPT Todd Harrison
762 - 4123
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University begins chemical recycling
_____________

EPA regulations govern waste management.
Steen said Murray State is meeting those
guidelines,
too.
While environmental concerns prompted
"We have had two surprise visits by the EPA in
recycling of paper and alumininum, Murray
State University is now recovering and recycling the past four weeks," he said. "There were no
problems."
chemicals to meet regulations and cut costs.
Jeff Steen, hazardous materials coordinator,
Steen's staff keeps a ftle on 14 departments
said much of the chemical management the that have large amounts of chemical waste. He
University now participates in is mandated by said, however, most departments participate.
law, but the recycling is an effort by Murray
For the departments, Gene Bailey, assistant
State to save expenses.
professor in the department of graphic arts
"When you look at recycling things, you do not technology, said it allows them to teach the
look at the money saved by not having to buy students to be more aware of the chemicals they
more," he said, "but you look at the money you use.
save by not having the disposal costs."
"This gives us a chance in teaching to make the
Steen said, however, it is difficult to put a price students more aware of the chemicals involved,"
lag on recycling and management because of the he said.
different choices offered through the program.
"The new thing," he said, 41 rather than dump·
From reusing chemicals in different departments ing the chemicals down the drain, we are putting
to consolidating chemicals for disposal, he said, them in plastic containers."
there are different avenues offered to save
The graphic arts technology department uses
money.
chemicals in its photography labs. Bailey said
"In that it is a new program, it is hard to place the department now keeps material safety data
a fixed rate on it,'' he said.
sheets on all the chemicals used.
In past years, most of what the University did
"All this is done because of safety and the en·
was stock chemical waste for future disposal or vironment," he said.
diluting the chemicals for disposal through sinks
There are also non-educational departments in·
and drains, which was endorsed by the En· volved, such as the motorpool and central
viromental Protection Agency.
heating.
Steen said Murray State is moving fast in its
"We did not hurt the environment," he said.
But with more concern placed on the environ· waste management, and with the program in its
ment and new waste disposal technology, new infant stages, much is still to be learned.
ByJAMESG.LO_C_K_W~O~O_D

Ass1stant News Editor

Photo by JOHN BERNING

Recycling Ia not limited to paper end aluminum. Departments across campus are now recycling
their chemicals. In the graphic arts technology department, students In the photography labs
pour photo-processing chemicals Into plastic containers.

Kurth speaks of stay in Soviet Union

POUCEBEAT
Oct. 18
2:42 p.m. - A Hart Hall resident reported his 1983 gray

Ford Fairmont stolen. It was later reported that the car was
repossessed.
Oct. 19
10:16 a.m. - A Carr Health worker reported that someone

had pushed a machine against a heater, and it had caught
fire in the women's weight room. Public safety used an ex·
tinguisher to put the fire out.
Oct. 21
11:50 p.m. - A Hart Hall resident adviser called to report

that a Dominos driver bad been hit with an egg. The RAs on
the upper floors were informed to watch for further incidents.
Information. for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
April Duman'Ski, tttporter, '{rotn the materials' available to the
public from the public safety department.

By LORI SHAIN

ing on in the country," he said.
During the six years he and
his family resided in the Soviet
Union, a typical day for Kurth
would include working eight to
10 hours in his office, then go·
ing to two or three receptions
and a dinner party afterward,
where he would interact with
Soviet officials.
"As a young Navy pilot, this
was always a challenge,·· he
said.
Kurth said he and his wife
were under constant
surveillance while in the Soviet
Union. He said their maid even
had to report on them once a
month, imd their kitchen was
the only room not bugged.
"They had guys following us
... they always did."
But now Kurth is focusing on

educational.
"I learned things about
President Ronald J. Kurth Russia I had not really heard
spoke to 30 White Hall about before," she said.
One of nine children, Kurth,
residents Monday, discussing
such topics as life in Russia and who was born in Madison, Wis.,
the current situation in the said he enrolled in the Univer·
Soviet Union.
sity of Wisconsin when he was
Debbie Morgette, hall direc· offered a Naval scholarship.
tor of White Hall, said she Later he was accepted to
found Kurth's lecture very in· Westport Naval Academy,
formative and interesting. She where he graduated and
said it offered the residents became the first Navy aviator
knowledge of the Soviet Union to receive a doctorate from Har·
from a different perspective vard University.
than the classroom.
Kurth said it was at Harvard
"It was very nice of President where he first became involved
Kurth to come out and talk to with the Soviet Union.
the residents.'' she said.
"It was not fun living there,"
1·, M~chele Colson, a senior he said.
elementary education major
"The Russians are very
from Calvert City, said she paranoic people . . . and it was
found Kurth's lecture to be very my job to find out what was go·
Staff Writer

\lV.ft

s.

¥~~~\)

the problems facing the Soviet
Union. "There is no ceJltral
Soviet Union. They are a'bout
as flat on their back as, say,
Japan at the end of World War
11."
Kurth said, by his standards,
this is a substantial opportuni·
ty for the United States to in·
tervene with Western in·
fluence. He said, however, it
might be argued the United
States can't afford to help
Russia.
"Don't tell me what it might
cost," he said, "tell me what
might happen if we don't afford
it.
"Get on with trying to help
all those people survive," he
said, "and bring them into the
family of nations."
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VIEWPOINT
LE'I*IERS

EDITORIAL

University must
make some cuts

KLEAN thanks
lake shoreline
cleanup helpers

It may very well be a dark year for Murray State
University's academic programs as possible budget
cuts are handed down from the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education.
The problem lies within the confines of a $31.6
million cutback in higher education. How Murray
State will respond to the cuts· is still up in the air
until set figures become available after Nov. 4.
Many of the departments and colleges may see
budget cuts; however, the University's administration has planned not to cut funding across the board
and is looking into the needs of each individual
department.
If one department needs less money to operate, for
example, then it may see a more drastic cut than a
department whose needs are much greater.
In order to keep the mission of quality education
alive, we must understand that sacrifices that we
do not agree with may have to be made. We need to
work together during this time and know that
renovations and buildings may have to wait so the
mission can be fulfilled.
The departmental phonathons, which have
always played a major role in raising money for colleges in the past, must not be sidetracked for such
wants in order to outweigh the needs.
With this possible budget cut, the issues involved
are surrounded in complexity and there is no one
answer. It must simply be give and take on
everybody's part.

Transfers, MSU
must work closely
In today's economy money is scarce, and it is
logical
that a student would want to get a fin~ncial
,
1
foothold at a local community coHege before
tranferring to a university or would want to ease
into college life by attending an institution closer to
home.
The process of transferring, however, can be one
of simplicity or a burden. If a student knows what
career he wants to p·ursue and where he would like
to attend, credit transfers can be easily done, as
long as communication is kept open between the
student and the colleges.
But many students may have trouble tranferring
credit how·s to another college for several reasons.
Also, one adviser may tell students certain hours
will tranfer, only to find out too late that they do
not.
If a student intends to transfer to another college,
it must be clear what needs to be done ahead of time
to prevent any type of delay that can result in the
loss of time and money.

The

Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Melanie Bucklin.
Editor in clUe£

As the World Series begins to
OOMMENl'AllY
wind down, many will now look
LEIGH
ahead to the upcoming political
li~~· in .Kentucky, but if they
LANDINI
e~ campaiftns based on
News
issues, they'll be in for a shock.
Editor C'1
The 1991 gubernatorial campaign between Democrat
Brereton Jones and Republican
Larry Hopkins is based largely educatio~ reform and economic
on negative television advertis- development, but most voters
ing. Voters have been told that are probably more familiar
Lt. Gov. Jones has not paid his with the television or radio ads
income taxes, and the Hopkins than the real issues of the
camp recently ran a TV ad campaign.
listing what it claims are the
Jones has tried to run a
top five reasons why Jones has relatively clean campaign, but
not paid his taxes during his in recent weeks I have noticed
time as lieutenant governor.
some negative ads. Recently,
Those reasons include that the Jones camp raised the ques·
Jones had contributed to tion of whether Hopkins
Hopkins' campaign and that falsified his educational records
Jones could lose the election. and asked why Hopkins was ab·
Has Hopkins actually verified sent from many key votes in the
that information? Recent U.S. House of Representatives.
newspaper accounts have said
Candidates owe it to the
Hopkins did not verify informa- voters to find out what the
tion concerning Jones' tax- issues are and where problems
paying status.
exist. Most candidates do still
As a voter and a journalist, I campaign in various areas of
really don't care about the tax- the state, but most voters are
paying or non-tax-paying issue. reached through television or
What I want to hear is how the radio ads.
candidates will work to make
In the old style of campaignour commonwealth better.
ing, candidates toured the area
Issues include health care, and talked to voters to find out

what the issues were. Candidates who tour today just
breeze into town, shake hands
and leave.
About the only time Ken:
tucky voters actually witness
old-style campaigning is at the
annual Fancy Farm Picnic in
August. The rural Graves
County town draws politicians
and voters together to discuss
issues and the campaign. Candidates are forced to face issues
and speak spontaneously on
issues.
Another advantage is that
this style is much cheaper than
running 30-second to one·
minute ads on prime-time
television or drive-time radio.
Shaking hands and speaking to
Sally Mills
voters does not cost t housands
Chairwoman
of dollars. All it includes is a lit·
KLEAN ,
tle bit of time and patience.
Negative campaigning does
nothing but turn voters away
and waste millions of dollars.
Campaigning by talking to people would help candidates be
better informed about issues
and help the winner decide how
to implement voter
suggestions.
To the Editor:
After all, this is America, and
On behalf of the thousands of
the people should be an integral
individuals
who benefit from
part of the political process.
our local United Way, I would
like to thank each of the faculty
and staff members as well as
the students who have contributed directly or through
payroll deductions to the
The other day, I faced a shock·
wonderful TimAl{Life music of- 1991-92 campaign.
COMMENTARY
ing revelation: I'm getting old.
fers like "Soupds of the SevenI would also like to thank the
Granted, being 22 years old
ties" or "Great Hits of the Past University administration,
ERIC
does not make me sound as if
Decades." Many of the songs I Faculty Senate, Staff Congress,
WALKER
I'm hooked up to any type of life
can
remember (I'm ashamed to the deans and colleges, the
VIewpoint
support, but I've realized I am
say, but I do remember disco), payroll and personnel depart·
Editor
no spring chicken, either,and
and to add insult to ilijury, I ments and the American
have picked up on certain hints
started singing along to ''Play humanics office staff and
about the progression of my
That Funky Music" just the students for their invaluable
of "women." From now on, I other day.
time.
assistance.
One sign I have noticed is guess I'll think of them as
Another
sign
is
just
simply
Individuals from MSU have
how famous people - movie "young girls."
being a college senior and contributed nearly $7,000 to
Even
the
exotic
women
in
stars and athletes - are
realizing that within a year's date, a 51 percent increa!'!e over
younger than I am. Take, for in- Playboy are 18, 19 or 20 years time, I, along with my friends, last year, and the campaign is
stance, Steve Avery, the pitcher old. They talk about the "ideal will be out in the "real world" still going.
for the Atlanta Braves. This evening'' with an older man looking for jobs, getting marOur local United Way sup"kid" is only 21 years old (one a bottle of champagne and a ried and starting a family. I
in
a
Rolls
Royce
limousine.
ports
15 different youth and
ride
year younger than I am) and is
have heard some of my human service organizations,
I'm
lucky
if
I
can
spring
for
a
pulling in no telling how much
bean roll at the Big Apple and younger married friends talk such as the American Red
money.
about how old they feel being Cross, the YMCA and Need
pay for gas to get down south.
Avery pitches with ease and
Oh well, it's not a ride in a married and having all the add· Line, to mention a few. If you
has helped the Braves to the limo or bubbly, but sooner or ed responsibilities. I guess that would like to contribute to the
World Series; I play softball one later I just may be able to fill just adds fuel to the frre, but I United Way directly through
day and still suffer the that "older man" spot.
think it's worth it.
payroll deductions, please call
soreness, creaking bones and
I have also found myself watSo let me end this trip down me at 3808 to receive a pledge
difficulty easing into chairs ching more and more of VH-1 senility lane with a card.
days later.
The United Way- it brings
and less and less of MTV (those philosophical point, as any old
Another one is Miss America, . kids banging on those guitars sage would do: "Like sands out the best in all of us!
who is a year or two younger and drums can hurt a person through the hour glass, so are
than I am. I remember when my age, you know). And I have the days of our lives."
Roger M. Weis
they were four or five years started to budget my money for
Hey, I said I was old. I never
United Way
older and fell into the category possible purchases of those said anything about being wise.
Campaign Coordinator
(TI

II

~~i
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To the Editor:
On behalf of KLEAN, the
Kentucky Lakes Environmen· J
tal Awareness Network, I
would like to thank each and ·
every individual and organiza- ,
tion who participated in our
third LBL Shoreline Cleanup
Hike on Saturday. Although 1
the weather was windy and 1
cold, more than 150 people
turned out to do their part to
restore the lakes area to its~;
natural, unspoiled beauty.
.,
Gradually, we are reaching
more and more shoreline in our ,
cleanup effort. Most importantly though, with each event
more and more people are made
aware of the littering that
takes place on the shorelines
and highways throughout our
country.
We are making inroads into
changing such irresponsible
and totally inexcusable
behavior through projects like
this. As each participant could
tell you, it's a good feeling
knowing there are things we
can do locally that affect all of
us.
So thanks to all the hikers,
thanks to the tremendous support and resources LBL and the
Land Between the Lakes
Association put behind the project, thanks to the companies
who donate funds for our promotional campaign, thanks to
all the marinas and resorts who
participate and thanks to all
the individual members of the
KLEAN committee - Dennis
Carlson, Jim Carpenter,
Pamela Dawes, Tom Forsythe,
Phillip Gibson, Dick Hoffman,
Barbara Hook, Paul Kloth,
K.atltv J.;y~ Frank Miller,
Bill Mills, Amy Peppler, Law·a
Vanarsdel and Pat Wilson who worked so hard to make
this happen. We are making
progress.
For those of you who weren't
able to be with us this fall, we
will be back in the spring for
another cleanup hike. And for
those of you who haven't yet
participated, please join us we need you!
Write or call KLEAN at P.O.
Box 1845, Murray, Ky., 42071,
759-9309 for more information.

United Way
appreciates help
from University

j
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Learning to learn in today's terms
Reading help available
By MEL ANIE BUCKLIN
Editor in Chief

" Kentucky is at the
Sowe mo uiem wenkj psost oiermobn ppoi st soi.
Wsoi soc szxooi goihn loi q soint ongckjt zapos tor
forefront of establishing
oirns.
literacy programs statewide
Does that make any sense?
That is what an illiterate person faces each
becaue few states have
time he looks at a book or tries to read a
programs like this."
newspaper.
According to the Kentucky Literacy CommisDonna McCoy
sion, 47 percent of adults (25 years of age or
older) in Kentucky do not h ave high school
PositlonCoordinator for Calloway
credentials.
County Adult Literacy Program
Donna McCoy, coordinator for the Calloway
County Adult Literacy Program, said her program is open to anyone over 16 years of age who was established in 1985, had the goal oftrying to
is not enrolled in a public school and cannot read have a local literacy program in each county of
over the sixth-grade level.
the state," she said, "and just last year they acThe Adult Learning Center then works with complished that.
anyone with the same requirements who can
"Kentucky is at the forefront of establishing
read over the sixth-grade level but still needs literacy programs statewide because few states
improvement.
have programs like this," she said.
When students enroll in the Adult Literacy
McCoy said a need for more tutors always acProgram, they are matched with individual companies the program's growth.
tutors who will work with them for two to four
"There really is a need for this service, but we
hours a week.
can't do it without volunteers to tutor," she said.
The individual basis is more beneficial because
McCoy said there are a number of Murray
many of the students do not feel comfortable in a State Univeristy students who tutor, and more
classroom setting, McCoy said.
are always welcome.
"Many adults that participate have not been
According to statistics from the Kentucky
s uccessful in the classroom, so it is intimidating Literacy Commission, the profile of a person who
and they are embarassed to admit they don't cannot read is usually a white male who wor ks
read," she said.
full time and is approximately 38 years old.
Although the site of the program is at the LearThe Commission does note, however, that ther e
ning Center on the Murray State University are many illiterate people who do not fit the
campus, the students and tutors meet where and profile.
when it is convenient.
Lane stressed that in many cases individuals in
"We try to determine what their scheduling the programs are very bright.
needs are and fmd a tutor that can fit those
"They may have just had to quit school for
needs," she said. "We are very flexible as far as family reasons or in order to work, or maybe they
time and place because some of our students are got married," she said. "It's not that they aren't
homebound or often live out in the county. So we bright, they juE!t had to quit for a variety of
try to find a tutor out there so they don't have to reasons."
come into Murray."
McCoy said she has found that many people
Carol Lane, coordinator of the Adult Learning participate in the program after having children.
Center, said her program also offers one-on-one
"They realize they can't read to their
tutoring when desired, but it also offers classes children," she said.
,
1~
three days and one night a week in math,
"People are also often ifl no~-satisfactory jobs,"
English, algebra and geometry.
she said, "and want something better and believe
they
need to improve their skills in order to do
Lane said the center helps more than 612
that."
members of the community improve their skills.
Lane said the center has had many success
"We have helped many foreign residents learn stories throughout the years. "We've had many
English as their second language· and have people finish our program and go on to college,"
helped many spouses of students improve their she said. "We had one woman go through our
skills," Lane said.
program and go on to get a teaching certificate,
McCoy said there are approximately 20 and then she realized she didn't like it and went
students enrolled in the Adult Literacy Program, back and became an RN (registered nurse)."
but she would like to expand that.
These programs are free to all who participate
"Many times, if we just get the word out people because they are funded through the Kentucky
Literacy Commission and the Cabinet for
will realize we're here," she 'said.
"The Kentucky Literacy Commission, which Workforce Development.

:;

11~~~~~!!!!;!!!! and R. .sona=Dropplng Out of School

• Research conducted by the University of Kentucky with adult new readers reported a median
education of 5.9 years of school for their fathers
and 8.4 years of school for their mothers.
• Only 155 have a father who completed high
school.
• 39 percent have a father who completed grade
school.
• 60 percent of their mothers had completed
grade school.
• 24 percent of their mothers had completed high
school.

tK•taa41:ma tor Enrolling In R. .dlng Program
• 75 percent state they could either read "not
well" or "not at all".
• 55 percent claimed their reading hindered
their ability to conduct everyday business.
• 74 percent got around barriers by asking
others to read or write for them, usually a
friend, spouse or other family member.
• 48 percent enrolled due to family encouragement.
• 35.1 percent enrolled due to encouragement
from friends.
• 19.7 percent were encouraged to enroll by an
employer.
• 69.5 percent heard advertising.
• 90.8 percent stated learning to read was
something they wanted to do.

Source: LITERACY COMMISSION

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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Students tell their stories
Editor's Note: The following excerts from "Slice of Uts, · a collection of.stories written
by KentucJcy literacy students about their lives, were wrlttsn to Inspire others who
may have many obstacles to taclde .

This Is my storY

My name is Dale. 1work at a stockyard and for myself. I have done it off and on all my
life. 1 didn't know how to read or,write, but that didn't stop me. I could remember
numbers well and that helped me. By remembering. You need to know how to read
and write so 1went back to school to learn how to read and write. I want to be an
auctionee'rl l can auctioneer some, but I have to get my license first. .
1am 29 years old. I'm not too old to learn how to read and write. I want be an
auctioneer and be good at It
1quit school when I was 14 years old. My dad was an alcoholic, so I went to work to
help Mom to put my brothers and sisters through school. I have worked hard all my
life, but I didn't mind it. Alii wanted was to help my mom.
Now 1wish 1 had stayed in school, but I can't help what I did. I hope anyone who
reads this story will take it for what It Is worth and stay in school, and please get your
diploma, because it1s no fun not knowing how to read and write. You don't know what
you are missing.

All About Me

My name Is Rex. I'm 23 years old. I live at Sharp's Personal Care Home. I've lived
there for four years. The first day I came to live at the home, I was very quiet. In fact, I
didn't talk to anyone for about a week. The first person I talked to was Elizabeth, a
really nice efderty lady. 1tafked to her about my family and where I had lived before I
came here. 1had lived in fos1er homes. I had to leave them because foster homes are
usually temporary homes. Some of them were good, and some of them were bad.
I like to watch cartoons. I am in the Jaycees. The Jaycees are having a bike-a-thon
and 1will be working the hot dog stand. I really enjoy working with people and helping
around the home.
The reading program is the best thing that has happened to me. I remember when I
couldn't spell "the" and "sun." Now I can spell words such as "the,• "sun,• •hill," "ring,"
"big," "bag," "hunting" and "help." "Help" used .to be hard for me, but now I can spell
it.
1used to feel really bad about myself, that I had really messed up. At the workshop
where 1work, the people talk to us and make us feel like little boys and girls. I don't like
this. Joyce and my tutor wrote a reference paper for me. I took it around town and
finaJJy got a job at the bankl Now I feel Ike an adult.

I

\

Source: SLICE OF LIFE
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Lowe learns to read ·after 30 years
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Editor In Chief

Three years ago when George
Lowe wanted to read
something, he handed it to his
wife and said, "Read this." But
today he can do it himself.
Lowe, 43, said he quit school
in about the sixth or seventh
grade because he just wasn't interested in it.
"My family moved around a
lot," he said. "About the time I
got settled we moved again. I
just didn't go enough to keep
up, and I forgot what I did
learn. So I just went to work
when I was old enough to.
"I really don't ever remember
my parents looking at my
report cards," he said, "and it
really didn't matter if I ever
missed a day of school.
"I could never care less about
school," he said, "and I'd rather
have the money than go sit in
school."
Lowe said he can now read
twice as well as he could when
he enrolled in the Calloway
County Adult Literacy
Program.
His individual tutor, Wayne
Doran, agreed, reporting that
on the last test given Lowe
ranked on the 11th-grade
reading level.
Doran said he attributed
Lowe's success to his dedication
and maturity.
.
"I had two students prior to
George, and they would just not
show up and never call to tell
me. They just weren't susceptible to learning. They didn't
have the desire to learn," he
said. "But George is faithful
and comes and works."
Lowe said his dedication
comes from an attitude of try-

ing to do anything he does well.
"If I'm going to do something
I want to be as good as I can at
it," he said.
Doran, 70, said he got involved in tutor ing after he lost the
use of one of his legs in 1984.
..There was just no use sitting
around here doing nothing, so I
called the director and told her
I'd be happy to help," he said,
" but the person would have to
come here to my home."
Lowe said his wife really got
him started in the program.
"I was running a business
and I t hought it would help me
to learn to spell people's names
better," he said. "I really don't
have time for it, but I make
time because I wanted to learn
to read better."
Lowe said he still really
doesn't enjoy reading for
leisure, but now he can do
"have-to" reading.
"I could read enough to pay
my bills, but now that I can
read better sometimes I still get
in too big of a hurry to do it," he
said. "But, like, a couple weeks
ago I bought a set of walkie
talkies to go out hunting with
the boy with. So we were in a
hurry, so I looked quick over
the directions and tried to work
them. But they just weren't
working like they were supposed to.
"So I was waiting for Kathy
(his wife) to get ready to go
somewhere," he said, "so I pulled out the directions and read
them and found the antenna
was supposed to be pulled up.
So then I understood.
"I can do it when I want to
know how to operate
something, but I really don't

1987-88
1,987
1989-90
2,087

1986-87
1,985
1988-89
2,830

Year to Date

8,889
Source: LITERACY COMMISSION

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

like to," he said.
Doran and Lowe meet at
Doran's home for an hour each
week, when they work from a
workbook that includes narrative and questions and a
cross word dictionary from
which Lowe learns to spell and
pronounce fifteen words each
week.
Lowe said he's not sure
whether he'll ever want to get
his General Education Development diploma.
·• ff I get smart enotJ,gh, I

might do it," he said, laughing.
"But it wouldn't bother me
whether I ever got it or not.
"I'd rather be able to read and
spell than have a piece of
paper," he said.
Doran warns, however, that
literacy programs will not
benefit everyone who cannot
read.
"If you don't want to learn,"
he said, "why take up my time
and your time? If you don't
have the desire, you won't learn
anything."
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Planning helps MSU make
students' transitions easier
By AMY GR~E_
W
_E_________

Staff Writer

Students who choose to attend a community college
before Murray State University
have special concerns, but MSU
is constantly working to help
those students t:nter the fouryear system.
"Our hope is that when we
recruit all students, beginning
usually in their·junior year of
high school, that at some point
theh· ultimate goal is to come to
MutTay State," said Carmen
Garland, assistant director of
school relations.
"Some of them may have a
goal in mind that they want to
complete an associate's degree
prior to coming to Murray," she
said, "an~ some of them may
want to complete theu: general
education requirements prior to
coming to Murray without
Photo by JOHN BERNING
declaring a major and without
actually obtaining an
associate's degree."
SHORELINE ENVIRONMENT
Garland said many times a
student's
choice depends on
Workers assisting In the Kentucky Lakes Environment
money.
Awareness Network (KLEAN) found Items such as milk car"Some just simply don't have
tons that had washed onto the Kentucky Lake shoreline.
and must stay at a coma
choice
The cleanup occured Saturday at the Fenton, Piney Ferry
munity
college," she said.
and Hillman Ferry locations.
"Some have jobs and save their
money so they can come here
their last two years.
"So we start putting a bug in
their ear to come to Murray
State so that's what they'll
think at some point in their
Continued from Page 1
life," Garland said.
Angie Levill, a sophomore
administrators. All mentors are makes the adjustment to coltransfer student from Shawnee
volunteers. Clark said the 27 lege easier.
Community College, said she
mentors represent all areas of
LeQuida Pearson, a freshman decided to attend MSU while
the University.
marketing major from Waver- she was in high school.
Clark herself is a mentor to ly, Tenn., also has a mentor.
"My freshman year in high
Francene Scott, a freshman
She said she hopes the pro- school I came here for a math
undeclared major from Orlan- gram will help her become
do, Fla. Clark said her main ob- more comfortable with the competition," she said, ''and we
had a tour, and it was a really
jective as Scott's mentor is school and the professors.
friendly
campus.''
graduation.
"It will help me to be more inLevill
said she attended a
"She must be focused," Clark volved and help me feel more
community
college before MSU
said. "She'll be ready for a job comfortable talking to pro·
because
it
was
more convenient
or to pursue a higher degree."
fessors," she said.
for her.
But Clark said the program is
''I had a part-time job, so I
Clark said she tries to coornot all about jobs and degrees.
decided to :wm·k and make
dinate
social
gatherings
for
"She'll be able to help others
money for college," she said.
and give something back to the mentors and students.
Cindy Travis, a juniot· who
black community," she said.
Clark said minority affairs transferred from Shawnee, said
"We're here to help them for- will try to expand the mentor she attended a community colmulate plans and goals for the program next semester by pro- lege becaus11 she had not vet
viding a peer counseling pro- decided on her major.
future."
•
Scott said having a mentor is gram that will pair new
''lt was closer to home, and I
a good source of advice, and students with upperclassmen.
wasn't sure what my major was

MENTOR

''Our hope is
that when we
recruit all
students ... that
at some point
their ultimate
goal is to come
to Murray
State."
Carmen Gartend
assistant director of
school relations

going to be,'' she said, "and
before going to a university I
wanted tQ decide on my major."
Travis said that even before
she decided on her major she
had already made up her mind
that she wanted to attend MSU.
She said she has not had any
problems since coming to MSU,
and a ll of h er classes
tt·ansferred.
Johnny Oliver, a senior
political science and history
major from Princeton, said he
transferred to MSU in 1989
from Centre College.
"Murray is close to home and
it has a good political science
department, and history as
well, which is my second major.
Oliver said he had no problems adjusting to going to
school at MSU, but he did
notice one major difference
from Centre.
"This school is a lot bigger,''
he said. "At Centre you knew
everybody. There were only
about 800 to 850 students."
Oliver, who will graduate in
spring 1992, said he enjoys going to MSU and didn't have any
tr-ouble transferring his credits.·
"It's great," Oliver said. "I
was surprised; everything
transferred. •·
Garland said MSU 'recruits
students who choose to attend a
community college after high
school from a transfer stance.
"We make visits to community colleges begining with their
first semester, and we go every
semester at least twice,'' she
said. "Some community col-

leges have scheduled and planned college career days where
they will host a program and invite four-year schools to set up a
table.
"The recruitment is a little
different in that we have to at
least be able to identify classes
that can transfer directly into
programs," she said. "We have,
I would say, a very strong articulation program between all
of the schools within the UK
system, which would be all of
t h e Kentucky community
colleges.
" We also have a pretty strong
a dcul ation program with
schools that I would call
regional community colleges,
which would be in Tennessee
a nd illinois," Garland said.
She said most community college transfer students come
from Kentucky, but many are
recruited from Shawnee Community College, John A. Logan
and Rend Lake College in Dlinois, as well.
" We largely recruit in schools
that we know the incentive
grant will be honored and when
we have something in writing
prior to the student attending a
community college that what
they take at that college will
transfer," Garland said. "We
try very hard to work with the
student."
Garland said some students
have problems stemming from
taking courses at a community
college that are not necessary
at MSU.
"They will transfer, and we
will accept the credits," she
said, "but they're not necessary
for the major.
Garland said advantages exist for those who know their
major from their freshman
year. " ... For example,'' she
said, "the College of Education
tends to be a program where it
is important to get admitted into teacher education as soon as
possible, and that's a program
that we can't always guarantee
a four-year commitment,'' she
said.
"If you come here from a twoyear community college and
you expect to be a teacher
education major and still get
out in two years, we cannot
make that promise," Garland

said. "We'll try hard, and you
may luck out with 18 or 19
hours each semester for four
semesters and get out in two
years, but it's very difficult
because we have too many state
requirements and too many imposed requirements in teacher
education fields that you must
complete."
Garland said some programs
have core requirements that
must be taken before actually
getting into some of the division courses, and if those aren't
taken at the community college, they may hold the student
up a semester.
"Overall, I think Murray
State has a very good rapport
with two or three contacts from
each community college where
most of our students· transfer
from, and they're aware of national accreditations and prerequisites, and if they have a problem they will simply call and
ask if a class will transfer or
what classes we would recommend a student take," Garland
said. "It's rare that a student
would come here who would
have an unfortunate incident
where they have been given
bad advice by a community
college.
"The best advice I can give to
any student going to a community college is to keep in
close touch with Murray State,
because we can literally keep in
touch with students each
semester they're at that college
and advise them to take classes
that will transfer right into ow·
program," Garland said.
She said transfer students
can apply for admission and
register for classes just as
regular students at MSU do.
"The advantage that Murray
State is unique in offering is
that if they apply for admission
and send in a transcript a
semester prior to their enrollment, they ~ may pre-register
with our students," she said.
"I think they adjust just as
well as a typ1cal incoming student," Garland said. "It may
take longer to get involved
because friendship groups have
already been established for
those who have been here for
two years."

CALENDAR
Friday Oct. 25

Saturday Oct. 26

Falllrut. Classes dismissed.
Admlnlsttattve otflces will be
open regular hours.

Christmas Bazaar. 8 a.m ••
Murray Woman's Club House
by creative arts department.
Fall Fttllval. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Mumy.Calloway CoJOty City
Pm. For more lnfOflllatlon
cal1753-5171.

Monday Oct. 28

Sunday Oct. 27
Rifle M..ch. MSU vs. USAF,
room 230, Stewart Stadium,
time to be announced. Free
admission.

Claun nsumt. 7:30a.m.

Tuesday Oct 29

Wednesday Oct. 30

Thursday Oct.31

Fall F•llwl. 5 to 8 p.m.• Murray
Elementry School. For mora
Information cal ~

Movie, "Young Frankentteln,'
Cun1s Center Thealer, 3:30, 7
and 8:30 , .m. $1 for tfle
matinee; 1.50 for students
wilt! Racer Card, $2.50 for
othn at the evening shows.

Mnllnt. WICE. 7 p.m., Room

Mltllllg. SGA Judicial Board

appeals and~ tldclls,

Conctrt. MSU Concert Choir/
University Chorale, 3:30 pm.,
Murray Arst Baptist Church.

3:30 p.m•• Ohio room, Cunts
Center.

Homepllce \Vt!ldlug. 2:30 to 4
p.m.• HomepQ 1850, land
Between the L.ai<es. For more
lnformalon call924-5602.

Ctllep RlltiL SGA MOtto help
undeclalld matoB lnd a
major, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., CurTis
Center ballroom.

llrrtl Rlctlllow. For more
Information contact Lany
Cunningham, 753~970 or
153-no2.

t..cbn. Maltt lMII. 7:30 p.m.,
Clara M. Eagle 61111fy.

100, Couneellng and Testing
Center, Ordway Hal
........................ 8
p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Tbellnl.

Calendar Information
Tbe calendar lists events of
· general lnlerast to the Unlver·
slty community. To place your
activity on the calendar. stop by
The Murray State News office
(111 Wilson Hall) and complete
a calendar form. DeadHne for
calendar submissions Is noon
Monday prtor to the Frilay Is·
sue.
'
The MurrJyStl:teNftvs lists
events ta space allows. The
N6ws It not responsible for the
events or Information listed In
this calendar.
762-4488

Faculty & Staff
Buffet
Wed. Oct. 30, 11:30 a.DL - 1 p.m.
in The Stables

700 Cheetnat BID 81aoppDc Plea 75S-9S8S

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IRSH
& fRIES cut
Two tender f!sh
natura~ 1 IRSH 1r fRIES Two tender ~sh fillets. natural- 1
1 FOR
french
and 2 ~ . ... 1 FOR
cut french hies. and 2 Southern· I
I ONLY$1 99styte hush puppies.•
I I ONI.Y$1 99styte hush puppies..
I
1 ~--ms.~:.rim~~ Capta1n DS 1 1 ~---•ns.~:.rim_,.._ Capta10 DS 1
1
1 1
1
.......;....,"""""·O'•J.
seafood
fries,

~~-

Price $2.75
R.S.v.P. by Oct. 28 by cmtlug;
762-6879
762-4600
762-2746

Sponsored by MSU Food Services

.L

ftflets,

A great little seafood~

...,...,...._,.,.. ~c""'.o·,,

A great little

place.

~--···············--~~------~---········-~
1
1
fRIES
fish
ftllels.
IFISH
._
fRIES
lfiSH
•1
•
4liiJ
fries, and Souther~ I I
4liiJ
cut
: ~rys1 •99stvte hush pupJ)Ies..
: 1: • •99s1y1e hush puppies..
:
1
I
CcqJtam DS II II
Capta10 I)S II
I --Of..._..
Two tender
cut french

Off••·,.,..?ns.Notgood..,,h_.-

(01 portlQIIOI•"' Capt. o·s).

Two tender fish fillets. naturalfrenc h fries, and 2 Southern-

narurot.
2

otfor ••o•... ttZI

A great little se:abxl place..

NotliOOd..,,h.,...,o,._

•.-.al or~ \OI portl<•OOhrtg Capt 0•1

A great little seafood place..

······························-------------·
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PUS UFE
Groups plan holiday tricks, treats
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

ar

Halloween is a holiday that is
usually associated with ghosts,
goblins, haunted houses, parties and trick-or-treating
children.
The housing office and some
Greek organizations at Murray
State University are getting into the spirit of the holiday by
planning activities that will
help others or improve relationships within their own
organizations.
David Blackburn, associate
director of housing, said the office is sponsoring trick-ortreating in Hester and Springer
Halls for the children who live
in College Courts.
The children will meet at 6
p.m. Thursday in front of the
800 building of College Courts
with resident advisers and any
parents who want to go along.
They will trick-or-treat for one
hour. Blackburn said it is not
mandatory that the children
wear costumes, but they are encouraged to do so.
Afterward, a party including
r efreshments will be sponsored
in Hester Hall for them. The entire evening is free of charge.
Blackburn said housing has
sponsored the activity for nearly s even years. He said
although they have taken the
children to all the residence
halls in the past, the children
are now only allowed to enter
two buildings because they tire
easily.
" It has worked out best if
they only do a couple of
buildings," he said.
Blackburn said the activity
began as a resident adviser program for the children.
"We try to do programs that.
involve the College Court
kids," he said.
Blackburn said he believes
trick -or -treating in the

residence halls is good for the
kids.
"It's safe. It's convenient for
the parents and it's fun for the
kids," he said.
The Residence Hall Association is sponsoring the annual
Freakers' Ball Halloween night
in the Currie Center dance
lounge from 8 until 11 p.m.
Students are encouraged to
wear their Halloween coS: :\mes
to the dance, said Lydia TAlley,
publicity chairperson for RHA.
Becky Baster, a senior
business administration major
from Herrin, lll., and treasurer
for Alpha Sigma Alpha, said
her sorority is having a mixer
with Alpha Tau Omega.
"We've had one with them for
the past two years on Halloween and it's always been fun,"
she said.
Baster said the group
decorates and those attending
dress up in costumes and do dif·
ferent types of activities. This
year's mixer will be nonalcoholic.'
"We're looking forward to it,"
she said.
Scott Sosna, a junior accounting major from Mayfield and
treasurer for Sigma Chi, said
his fraternity will have a mixer
also, but the early part of it will
be a haunted house to benefit
Need Line and Work Activity
Training Center for the Han·
dicapped (WATCH). This is the The second night is for anyone.
fourth year for the activity.
Admission is $2 a person and $5
Sosna said the fraternity has for families of three or more.
collected money for the All proceeds go to charity.
organizations at area stores.
"We're really excited about
"We've been collecting for it," Sosna said. "It's really good
Need Line and WATCH every to help the community."
hour," he said.
James Hall, a senior comThe haunted house will puter information major from
operate Wednesday and Thurs- New Haven and corresponding
day. The first night of the secretary for Kappa Alpha, said
haunted house will be for the , his1fratel'nity will have a big
children associated with Need brother-little brother night at
Line and WATCH only. They which th~ fraternity brothers
will be admitted free of charge. find out which '' little brother"

Leftover
pumpkin
is useful
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Ed1tor

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
secretly picked them.
Murray-Calloway County
"The big brothers don't know Jaycees with the Haunted
who picked them, but they Forest, which will be at the
usuaJly have an idea," Hall Murray-Calloway County
said. "It's a time for everyone to fairgrounds before Halloween.
have fun.''
This is the first year Lambda
Hall said the members also Chi Alpha has worked with the
usually have a costume party project.
with their fraternity little
"We will clean trails and
sisters, the Southern Belles.
build new scenes. The majority
Ray Stiff, a junior occupa- of us will be guides, and some of
tional safety and health major us will dress up as monsters,"
from Mayfield and vice presi· Stiff said.
dent for Lambda Chi Alpha,
Most of the proceeds will go to
said his fraternity will help the Need Line.

Flappers, gangsters to show up at parties
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

.

When the ghosts and goblins begin
partying on Halloween night, many
Murray State students will choose to
rent costumes. ·
Natalya Hayden, owner of Creatures
of Habit in Paducah, said that some people plan their costumes in August, but
most plan in early October.
"The most popular costumes this year
are the flapper and gangster outfits,"
she said. "The crash dummy costume
from the television commercials is
popular, as well as any superheroes."
One costume that doesn't seem to be
very popular this year is the Pee-wee
Herman costume.

"I haven't had quite as many rentals
this year for that costume,'' she said.
Hayden's shop offers one-of-a kind
costumes and vintage clothing.
"I have over 300 costumes. There is a
costume photograph album that
customers can look at to see what the
costume is like when it is worn,"
Hayden said.
"For example," she said, "the flapper
costume consists of a fringe dress, a
feather boa and beads. "
The average costume can be rented for
about $20, she said.
Louise Cecil, owner of Cecil Louise
Costume Sales & Rental Inc. in
Louisville, said this year men choose to
look scary while women choose to look
sexy.

"Elvira, playboy bunnies and French
maids are always popular with the
women," she said. ''The men are interested in Ninja Turtles, Batman,
Dracula and Frankenstein."
Cecil's shop offers costumes and a
wide array of accessories and makeup
for those interested in dressing up for
Ha11oween.
"The costumes range from $15 to
$150 ," Cecil said. " Most college
students spend $25-$45 on a costume. "
Students who don't want to rent can
always purchase their own costumes
from local businesses.
Among local stores carrying Halloween fare is K-Mart. Roberta Higgins,
assistant manager of the Murray K-

Mart, said many people come in to purchase costumes and accessories.
"We sell a whole lot of makeup - not
just the dark eyeshadows, but the kind
that transforms your face into
something spooky," she said. "We sell a
lot of eyelashes, fmgernails, hats and
wigs to go with any kind of costume."
K-Mart offers a wide range of
costumes for both children and adults
for $15 to $20.
"This year, the children seem to like
the Ninja Turtle and the Barbie
costumes the best. We sold a lot of Friday the 13th masks," Higgins said. "For
adults, we have the traditional witch
and vampire costumes along with
several others."

When Halloween is
over, many people are faced with the problem of
what to do with the leftover pumpkin that sat on
their doorstep.
Kathy Timmons, a home
economics instructor at
Murray State University
and a registered dietician,
offers several suggestions
about how to dispose of the
pumpkin.
"If the carved pumpkin
is still in good shape, it
can be peeled and the
meat cooked," she said.
"However, if the pumpkin
is all black from the candle, there is not much that
can be done."
An uncarved pumpkin
that has been sitting on
the porch has many uses,
Timmons said.
"If it is uncut, any recipe
calling for fresh pumpkin
can be used. All a person
needs to do is remove the
seeds and use the meat,"
she said. "Pumpkins can
be used in pies and breads,
(and can be) grated, cooked, stir-fried, baked, blanched, steamed, pureed or
sauteed."
The key to being able to
use the pumpkin,
however, is choosing a
good pumpkin in the
beginning.
Donna Graham, coowner of D&M Market in
Murray, said that a pumpkin should have a good
stem on it.
"Check to make sure the
stem is sturdy and that
there are no holes or soft
places," she said. "Check
the bottom to make sure it
isn't soft or rotten."
The average cost of a
pumpkin is $3, but the
prices vary according to
the type of pumpkin
chosen.
When carving a pumpkin, is is best to use a
sharp paring knife,
Graham said.
"It only takes about 15
minutes to carve a pumpkin. Then it will shrivel
after three days and begin'
to wrinkle," she said. A
pumpkin is like a cantaloupe: when the seeds
are removed, it is hollow."

''·

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Dorm llylng

Winter weather can often put a halt to your fitness routine. By
expanding your definition of exercise, you can burn calories while
having fun. If you make exercise a normal part of your dally
activities, you will most likely stick with lt. Here are some
examples of fun ways to burn 300 calories:

Skiing....................30 min.

Bowling ........ 1hr, 15 min.

Ice Skating .........45 min.

Pingpong.... 1hr, 20 min.

The Tango ..........55 min.

Shopping ...2hrs, 10 min.

Source: MADAMOISELLE

Twin Tower dining

~--A_S_LI_C_E_
O_F_I_.I_FE_ _,

WINTER WORKOUTS

"

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

When you've had it with studying for that
World Civ test and you just don't see that
English paper getting done anytime soon, then
maybe It's time for a little fun.
Programs coordinated by residence hall
advisers offers students just the opportunity
they need to relax.
Advisers organize and supervise at least
four programs a semester in the categories of
leadership, culture, recreation and education.
Story on Page 8

Shannon Humphreys, a
senior dietetics major from
Benton, sets a table at the
Twin Towers Dining Room.

The Twin Tower Dining Room, located in Room 204 of the Applied Science Building, has begun serving lunch
each Wednesday at 11 :30 a.m.
The dining room prepares students
for careers in food service.
Twin Tower offers regular and light
meals. The reduced-calorie light meal
has no more than 30 percent of the total
calories coming from fat content.
The dining room can take up to 16
reservations every Wednesday. For
$4.25, customers receive an appetizer,
salad, main dish, dessert and coffee or
tea. For reservations call 762-3384.

-
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Offices handle smoking issue
By AMY GREWE

!For 5l{{~our Jewe{ry 9{f,eds

Staff Writer

Because tobacco i:; such an
important part of Kentucky's
economy, the issue of smoking
can be a very sensitive topic.
Murray State University,
however, has avoided some dif·
ficulties that could exist between smokers and non smokers.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said the issue of smoking in the residence halls can be
worked out a m ong the
residents.
"People can request smoking
or non-smoking roommates,"
Hulick said. ''That is one of the
most important factors. People
cooperatively work it out."
Hulick said one of the reasons
for not having much controversy over smoking is that the
number of smokers is low.
"Fifteen years ago, there
were quite a few smokers. Now
the number is quite small," she
said. "I've seen within the last
few years more non-smokers."
Hulick said the issue is handled differently by various
departments on campus.
"I've heard of different offices
on campus where they may
have collectively decided to
have a non-smoking office," she
said.
Bill Benriter, director of food
services, said his personnel
observe two policies concerning
smoking.
"Internal smoking in the kitchen is prohibited. It is a Kentucky violatio n whether
visiting or working," Benriter
said. "In the dining area it's a
little different. We try to provide a non-smoking area and
label it. In the T-room it's way
in the back for those who don't
smoke.
"It's less of a problem in
Winslow," he said. "The north
end dining area is for nonsmokers. We recently had
students complain abo1,1t the
employees smoking. We set up
dividers in the south end for
those who want to smoke. This
way they can smoke and the

Photo by JOHN BERNING

Roper
Hornback,
OWner

Phone

759-1738

Choosing to smoke or not to smoke In public places can be a sensitive topic for many students.
Murray State University avoids difficulties between smokers and non-smokers by having
designated areas for smokers and allowing people to choose smoking or non-smoking
roommates.

dividers block the smoke and smoking on campus and would like to quit."
Laura Price, a senior English
have problems quitting if she
hide the mess."
major from Murray, said she
Benriter said students who had to.
"1 just. smoke in the lounge isn't sure why she ever started
wanted to could smoke there a:>
areas, such as the ones in Ord- smoking.
well.
"A lot of my frie'n ds and one
"I feel you have to try to pro- way,'' Pierce said. " I know the
vide facilities for both smokers research lately supports not of my parents smoked, but I
and non-smokers because they smoking. I'm not opposed to it don't know why I ever started. I
intellectually, but it might be had always hated smoking,"
both have rights,'' he said.
she said. "It was th e dumbest
Kim Pierce, a graduate stu· difficult to quit."
Jeff Sharp, a non-traditional thing I ever did. I want to quit,
dent from Murray majoring in
special education, said she secondary education student but I haven't been able to.
"I usually smoke in the hall
started smoking when she was from Barlow, said he doesn't
care whether smoking areas ex- in the Learning Center because
about 15.
that's where I work and they
"My parents both smoked and ist on campus or· not.
make
us go in the halls to
all the little kids in the
"The government is telling us
neighborhood would sneak more and more what we can smoke, in the hall of Faculty
downstairs and smoke their and cannot do, and that I don't Hall and outside," she said.
parents' cigarettes," she said.
like. But, personally, I couldn't "People have given me dirty
Pierce said she has no trouble car,e l~ss," he said. " l 'd really looks, but that's about it."
,_j u

Discounts to Churches, Schools & Civic Clubs

1409 West Main St.

Local dating scene is often limited
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Well, tonigh t will · it be
movies, dinner or bowling?
~urray State couples ask
themselves that question
repeatedly.
Stacey Burdine, a freshman
undeclared majo r from
~ayfield, said she and her
boyfriend go to the movies, go
to the library, bowl and play
video games and pool.
"We go to everything
together," sh e said.
Burdine met her boyfriend,
Steven Slates, a sophomore
psychology major from
Louisville, in an unusual way.
Burdine said she was calling a
male friend and was unaware
her friend had given her
Steven's phone number. Burdine said her friend was not

home, but Steven was.
"We talked on the phone for
two hours," she said. ''That was
in February. We started going
together in April."
Burdine said she does not
mind both of them being on
campus.
"It's fun," she said. "It makes
it a whole lot easier."
She said she and Steven go
out to eat a lot in Murray, but
she wishes t he town had more
to offer. " . . . like a club where
they wouldn't fight," she said,
"and where you could dress
up."
Rachel Morrisette, a senior
psychology majo r from
Paducah, said she also wishes
.
Murray offered more to do.
"I wish they had an all-night
coffee shop where we could get
together and study and eat

pastries," she suid.
Morrisette said another problem is the residence halls closing the lobbies at midnight.
She and her boyfl'iend, Todd
Hite, a junior occupational safety and health major from
Paducah, observed their two·
year anniversary Aug. 27.
Morrisette said she and her
boyfriend usually rent movies,
go out to eat or go to sorority
dances.
"We watch a lot of TV," she
said.
She met Hite when she went
to visit her neighbor's little
sister. Morrisette's neighbor
was Hite's best friend.
Her boyfriend was not on
campus last year. Morrisette
said having him here this year
makes it easier, even if he
want..q to know where she is all

Factory Discount Shoes

1600 MAIN - NEXT TO AT!l HOUSE

753-9419

Film Times:
3:30 p.m.-all tickets $1
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.-tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
All times

Funded by SGA

Olympic Plaza

Eastland Bucks $34.95
Eastland Kahki $32.95
Eastland Tan $32.95
Eastland Bomber 3/4 $38. 95
Eastland Bomber $36.95
K-Swiss Leather $41.95
K-Swiss Canvas $27.95
Tretom Canvas $23.95
Eastland Bucks $38.95
Eastland Bombers 3/4 $59. 95
Eastland Tan $35.95
Eastland Kahki $35.95
Eastland Jefferson Black $42.95
Eastland Jefferson Kahki $42.95
K-Swiss Azcoza $44.95
K-Swiss Classic $42.95

Curris Center Theater

WOLFF@ SYSTEM
TANNING CENTER

WO!Mf£7{S

!Mf£7{S

the time.
''It's someone else to account
to," she said.
Morrisette and Hite plan to
marry when they finish school.
Rhonda Fant, a ju nior child
development major from Union
City, Tenn. , also wishes Murray had a club.
"I wish they had more nice
restaurants and a place for college kids to go, like a club,"
Fant said.
She and her boyfr iend, Chris
Crockett, a junior history major
from Troy, Tenn., usually go
out to eat, to movies, to
ballgames, to sh op in Paducah
or Clarksville, Tenn., or to
drive to the lake.
She said she was dating one of
Crockett's friends before her
best friend got them together .

One Month
Unlimited Tanning Special

$20
Purchase by Nov.1, 1991
Unlimited Tanning Time Ends N:ov. 30, 1991
• Reap the harvest by drawing for future savings.
(Not valid with any discounts or coupons.) (In store special.)
• Many beds with "brand new" bulbs. Fans and radios available for your convenience.
• Receive personal attention from the n ew management and ownership. In a clean and
friendly atmosphere.
• Packages non-transferable.

Wolff Sy8tem Hours:
Monday thru Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Sunday

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

2 Wolff 28 Bulb Wrap Around Beds
2 SCA Wolff System Series m Beds
2 Sundash Beds
7 Suntana Wolff System Beds
s Stand Up Booths
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Dorms offer several activities ·
the more popular among
Elizabeth Hall residents. "We
recently had a program on how
to eat healthy at MSU, and
another one called 'The Roommate Game,' which residents
seemed to like a lot," Russell
said. "A recent Putt-Putt Golf
night has been one of the more
successfu 1 programs this
semester."
A Halloween Door Decorating
contest, a sign language
seminar, a food drive, Alcohol
Awareness Week activities and
a game of Twister are some of
the programs being planned for
the rest of the semester in
Elizabeth Hall.

By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Mid-terms are finally over,
and classes have resumed their
daily routines. With a little extra time now on their hands,
students may choose to participate in the many activities
and programs coordinated by
the residence hall advisers.
The activities may serve as
stress relief or simply as a way
to get to know other people in
the residence hall, said Kelly
Russell, a senior dietetics major
fr om Eldorado, ill., and the
senior RA for Elizabeth Hall.
"The residents have a good
t ime at the programs and are
given good opportunities to int eract and comment on the
topics discussed if there is a
guest speaker involved.
''We try not to have programs
where the residents will just sit
there, so we plan things they
would want to go to. This helps
because people on dtiferent
floors are given the opportunity
to know each other as well,"
Russell said.
Residence hall advisers are
required to organize and supervise at least four programs a
semester, with each one falling
into a different category. Robin
Brown, a junior public relations/education major from
Princeton and a senior RA for

Curris Center
has much to offer

Photo by CHERI STUART

Students at Elizabeth Hall recently participated In the ''Roommate Game." Residence hall advisers said the activities and
programs may serve as stress relief or as a way to get to know
other people.

Hart Hall, said the categories student in speech language and
include leadership, cultural, pathology from Eldorado, Ill.,
recreational, and educational and the hall director for Spr·
inger Hall, said programs are
programming.
"RAs are also required to not only a good way to meet
publicize their programs," other residents, but also a way
Brown said. "If they don't say to meet Murray State Universiby word of mouth or with ty faculty and staff.
posters what their programs
Other programs are designeu
are about, then what is the use to involve students in more
of having a program?"
recreational activities. Russell
Carla Dallape, a graduate said these type of programs are

Staff Wnter

Theta Chi Delta, the local sorority on
Murray State University's campus, wants
to change its status by affiliating with a
national sorority.
Marsha Snawder, president of the sorority, said the organization was formed three
years ago to provide women on campus
another option in sororities.
"Theta Chi Delta," she said, "is for those
who didn't find what they wanted from the
national sororities on campus."
Snawder said Theta Chi Delta stresses
individuality and that each sorority sister
is important.
•''I know that 1 can go to any one of my

sisters at any time and they will be there
for me," she said. "We stress individuality
and the importance of being there for each
other."
The process of affiliating with a national
sorority is a long one. The sorority must
first get permission from Panhellenic and
then petition those sororities wanting to
bring chapters to Murray.
"We received permission from
Panhellenic, and we have begun the process of writing letters to different national
sororities to see if they were interested,''
Snawder said. "I have met with Jane Hall,
Panhellenic adviser, and Don Robertson.
vice-president of student affairs, and they
have both been very supportive."

Students who are in need
of a tent, some cash, a tube of
toothpaste or an ice cream
cone or who just want to type
a term paper can find what
they need in one building.
Murray State University's
Curris Center has all of that,
said Jim Baurer, director of
the Curris Center, and room
to spare for those just -yvan·
ting to relax or study. The
Leisure Connection, he said,
can rent a two-person tent
for $2 a night; cash can be
withdrawn from the MSU
teller machine, or a check up
to $10 can be cashed at the
University Bookstore; the
bookstore carries toothpaste;
the Sugar Cube sells ice
cream; and there's a com·
. puter lab next to the game
room.
Shari Wilkins, schedule
coordinator for the Curris
Center, said facilities are
also available for groups.
Four meeting rooms can be
scheduled for use free of
charge. Fees are charged only when admission is col·
lected for a function, which
is a policy set by the Board of

•
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Chaos workshop planned
Susan Bradford will present a free chaos theory workshop
Oct. 31 from 3:30-5:30 p.m. in the Dance Studio, located
behind Lovett Auditorium. Chaos theory applies to the
movements, hearing and learning abilities of human beings.
The workshop will include presentation of chaos theory
concepts and creation of a physical and visual experience of
these concepts using workshop participants as moving parts
within a pattern.

Count Dracula film presented

I-

As part of Cinema International, the 1979 German film
Nosferatu the Vampire will open Oct. 31 and continue Nov. 1
in the Curris Center Theater at 7:30 each night.
The film is open to the public at no admission charge.
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Regents, Wilkins said.
The Curris Uenter has tour
bedrooms available for
guests of MSU, a lecture
room, a formal dining and
meeting area, a theater and
a ballroom.
Wilkins said the building
also provides places especial·
ly for students to relax. They
include the rocking chair
lounge, dance lounge, TV
lounge or the music listening
lounge. Students in the
music listening lounge can
request a tape or bring a
tape and check out a headset
at the information desk.
Food services are also
available to students in the
Curris Center. Heidi
Holman, debit card coordinator, said students who
have declining balances or
cash may eat at the Stables,
Thoroughbred Room or the
Sugar Cube without
restriction.
Students on board plans,
she said, may eat at the
Stables during the dinner
period, which is 4 p.m. to 7
p.m. The T-Room honors
board plans from residents
living in White, Woods or
Regents halls.

AROUND CAMPUS

Hall said Panhellenic has been doing
everything it can to help Theta Chi Delta,
but everyone just has to wait and see what
happens.
"We have put in a call to the national
Panhellenic office to find which sororities
are interested in an extension at Murray,''
she said.
Once sororities begin to show interest in
coming to Murray State, Theta Chi Delta
and Panhellenic will start screening the
sororities.
"They will look at our existing sororities
and decide if they want to be on our campus
and then look at Theta Chi Delta and see if
they want to affiliate with them," Hall
said.

BLOOD DRIVE

Staff Writer

"The turnout sometimes
varies because some nights are
better than others," Russell
said. "But overall, I have been
really pleased with the turnout
this semester. The average turnout has been between 15 and
20 people."
Programs emphasizing student involvement are also very
successful, Dallape said. "The
number of residents who show
up for a program varies,'' she
said. "We had an arts and
crafts show recently with about
50 people there participating.
We asked people from the hall
to bring things they made or
things that were given to them
to display.

Theta Chi Delta hopes to affiliate
By STEPHANIE LUSH

By TARA JOY DONNER
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

'Passion of Dracula' to open Halloween
By KAISTIE HELMS
Campus Lifo Ed•tor

This Halloween the Murray
State University speech communicat ton nnd t hentet• depart·
mcnt iF oflering an a lternative
to traditional trick-or-treating
activities and parties.
The Passion of Dracula will
open Ocl. 31 in the Robert E.
Johnson Theater. The play will
run Nov. l-2 and 7-9, beginning
at 8 each night.
Admission is $5 for adults, U
for students and senior citizens,
$2 per person for groups of 10 or
more and by season ticket.
1'his script version of
Dracuht , written by Bob Hall
and Dm•id Richmond, is baaed
on lht• 1897 novel by Bram
Stoker and is set in 1911 in the
English countrysi de. said
Becky Reynolds, director of the
play.
"The play is set in a maDOr
bouse that doubles as a
sanatorium for the mentally
ill,'' she said, "and when the
story opens, there have been
some mysterious goings on in
tho town."
Once a stranger from Tre:::;ylvania arrives, Reynolds laid,
lhings really get rolling.
"There are some very funny
things in the script, and we're
try1ng to find a balance bet·
ween thu terror and humor of
the play," ·he said.
The play Wn8 chosen not only
hccause it seemed appropriate
for Halloween but also becauae
of· the story's timelessness,
R<.·ynolds said.
" i>eople never seem to tire of
vampires," she said. "There's
just something about the myth
thnt'o lasting. And, of course,
1t's a fun show to open with on
Halloween.''
Gctling tbc~how ready for its
opening petformance haa been

challenging, Reynolds said.
''We had auditions for it the
second week of school, and, except for a break during The
Fantasticks, we've been working on it ever since," she said.
The set of the play, which
resembles a large English
manor home, is one of the
largest that Johnson Theater
has held, said Brian Craig,
assistant director of the play.
"I had done similar research
into this period for the set for
another production, and I just
had to transform it into a show
for Murray State University,"
Craig said.
Trying to have both the actors
and the set appear to be in the
1900s has been difficult at
times, he said.
"This was a very meticulous
period, and it's been very
challenging trying to teach
everyone the movements in
that period," he said. "For example, what you and I consider
to be a conversational distance
apart was back then considered
to be too close to one another."
Although the set is large and
costumes must be kept in the
period, production costs for the
play have been similar to other
plays at M u rray State,
Reynolds said.
"The budgets for The Fan·
tasticks and for this were very
similar because we had the
stuff in stock," Reynolds said.
"Now, if we had to go and buy
all of the wood and things for
the set it would have added up,
but we wer e fortunate and
already had most of it."
Although the cast is normal
for this size production, a large
number of people will be
backstage, Craig said.
"We're going to have about
47 people in the wings running
the show, including special ef-

Photos by TRENT REDMOND
Clockwise from top left, at a Pasion of Dracula rehearul,
Valerie Ematberger reaches out to (from left) Michael Owings,
Chris Ainsworth and John Fritz; and Jay Overton, Michael Owings and Greg Kaufman try to reviVe Lisa Farris from a faint.

fects," he said. "It's really a John Fritts, Jameson; Jay
challenging show and we need Overton, professor Van Helsthose numbers to do everything ing; Valerie Ernstberger, Dr.
backstage."
He lga Van Zandt; Chris
Despite all of the work and Ainsworth, Lord Gadalrning;
time put into the production, it Carl Howes, Renfield; Lisa Farhas been worth it, Craig said.
ris, Wilhelmina; Greg Kauf"We've had a lot of fun doing . man, Jonathan Harker; and
this, and I think the students Todd Hatton, Count Dracula.
have had fun with it too," he
The crew behind the set in·
said.
eludes Angie Napier, stage
Cast members for The Pas- manager; Vickie Patterson,
sion of Dracula are Michael assistant stage manager ; and
Owings as Dr. Cedric Seward; Kaye Pope, costume designer.

Concert Choir, University Chorale keep singing
By TARA JOY DONNER
Staff Writer

Everyone sees the Murray
State University Racer Band
pe1·forming during the football
games' halftime shows. But not
muny people know about the
MSU Concert Choir and the
University Chorale. At leaat,
not until they see the groups
pet-form at a big event, such as
the Homecoming football game.
The Concert Choir is directed
by Steven Michelson, the direc·
to t' o f c h or a I a c t i viti e s .
Michelson said the Concert
Choir ic: the clitt• group, a nd it
mcludP~ 24 women and 25 men
this semester.
The Concert Choir is part of a
required class in the muaic
department for voice m.,_,
For freshmen and sophomores
it is Music 161, and for juniors
and seniors it is Music 361.
Students must audition to ret
into the Concert Choir. Auditions are held each sematler.
Members must continue to
audition once a year.
During the auditio n ,
Michelson said. he looks for

STEVEN O'RILEY'S

The Murray State University Choir performs at various events such as Hotnecomlng. Last year's
choir, pictured above, presented " Gloria" as part of Its musical productions.

good tonal quality, the ability for freshmen and sophomores high school choir.
to vocally distinguish notes in a and Music 360 for juniors and
He said of those who are
scale and good sight reading.
seniors. Both voice and instruStudents who don't make it ment majors must sing in the music majors, half are in music
education and the rest are stuinto the Concert Choir sing in University Chorale for a year.
the University Chorale. No
Not alJ the students are music dying performance.
auditions are held for the majors, Michelson said. Most
Martha Ellen Butt ers, a
University Chorale, which is members, however, have a sophomore vocal music major
also part of a class - Music 160 musical background, such as a from Hopkinsville, is getting

ROBIN HOOD

her degree in music education.
She is in her second year in the
Concert Choir.
She said she likes the experience of performing with a
choir. "I get to see, since I'm going to teach choir, how it's
taught," she said.

Latin, German, French a nd
J apanese. The choir members
take language diction classes.

Through her experience, she
said, she hopes to learn different ways to teach the same
thing.
Angela Houser, a junior
music education major from
Benton, also said she is learning how to present music
material to a class.
She is in her third year in the
Concert Choir, which has given
her a chance to see three different directors' methods of
teaching.
She said the choir has helped
her develop a love for music and
learn new languages. She said
French has been the hardest to
learn.
"It's not easy," she said, "but
it's satisfying."

Tichenor is in his second year
in the Concert Choir. He is be·
ing trained for solo performance in opera and recital.
He said he specifically came
to MSU for its tradition aa one
of the best voice facilities in
Kentucky.

Michelson said the Concert
Choir performs music in a
variety of languages, such ns

HAr·sHoy
WTHIS WEEK
~DEOS
Top sales this week:
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
2. "The Rescuers Down Under" (Disney)
3. " Ghost" (Paramount)
4. "The Term i nator II"
(Hemdale}
5. "The Jungle Book"

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

(Disney)

Top video rentals this week:
1. "Dances With Wolves"
(Orion)
2. "The Doors" (Uve)
3. "The tW'd Way" (MCAUniversal)
4. " Home Alone" (Fox}
5. " Awakening•" (RCA- Co,.b.lmhiA\

Jeff Tichenor, a sophomore
vocal music major from
Owensboro, said, "I love to sing
in German, it's one of my
favorite languages."

Tichenor said he 'loves the experience the choir gives him.
" It's a chance to perform," he
said.
All of the hard work seems to
be paying off, Michelson said.
The choir has been invited to
sing at the Kentucky Music
Educators State Convention on
Feb. 6, 1992, which Michelson
said is a high honor.
Other big performances are
" A Festival of Carols" in
December and "Carmina
Burana,'' a part of the Dean's
Series, in ApriL

MUSIC
Top Sing ~s :

1. "Emotlons" Mariah Carey
(Columbia)
2. " Do Anything" Natural
Selection (Eastwest)
3. "Romantic" Karyn White
(Warner Bros.)
4. "Hole Hearted" Extreme
(A&M)
5. "Can't StopThis Thing We
Started" Bryan Adams (A&M)
Top R&B slngles:
1. "It's So Hard To s.y
Goodbye To Yesterday"
Boyz II Men (Motown)
2. "Emotions" Mariah Carey
(Columbia)
3. "Forever My Lady" (Uptown)
4. " Keep On Loving Me"
O'Jays (EMI)
5. "Tender KISHs" Tracy
Spencer (Capitol)
Graphic by LEANN BUCKUN
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SPORTS
Teams get

ready for
OVC run
Sy HEAT HER KEITH
Staff Writer

The season may be winding
down, but the Murray State
cross country teams are gearing
up for a big finish.
Both MSU men and women
were in Nashville, Tenn.,
Saturday for the Vanderbilt Invitational, the last competition
before this weekend's Ohio
Valley Conference Championship meet. The Vanderbilt meet
was at Percy Warner Park and
featured a 5,000-meter run for
the women and a 4-mile course
fot the men.
The men 's team flnished second in a 20-team field that
boaste d competitors from
'Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas,
Above left, Morehead State running back Roscoe Graves, 43, Is
Missouri, Tennessee and Kenupended by Racer linebacker Robert Sillimon. At right, Graves is
tucky. Western Kentucky won
tended to after being injured on the play.
the men's division with 93
points; Murray had 124.
"It was a good day for us,"
said coach Stan N arewski. "I
hope we can build on that and
be ready for Saturday."
Junior Chris Barrigar was
and kicker Chris Dill came up just in the th ird quarter, when Dill redeem- seven tackles and one interception in
.BY JOHN WRIGHT
MSU's
top individual finisher,
short on a 45-yard field goal near the ed himself by booting a 31-yard field the game.
Assistant Sports Editor
placing
seventh at 20:37.
Everything seemed to be going the end of the stanza to keep the score 7-0. goal to bring Murray within seven.
Senior
Carl
Dillard was close
"Coming
in,
I
thought
we
had
a
real
"We had them down 7-0 but we
Once again, though, the Racers let a
Racers' way. They were just coming off
behind,
coming
in ninth at
a big win over UT Martin, knew that didn't move in for the kill ," said Racer golden scoring oppor tunity slip by as good shot to win," Diehl said. "We just
20:44.
they had an open date coming and had head coach Mike Mahoney. "We didn't they drove to the Eagle 13-yard line have to build from this and look for"It was interesting watching
the chance to exact revenge on take advantage of our field position, if and went for the first down on fourth ward to the next game. It's tough to go
them
compete (against each
into
(an
open
date)
losing,
we
need
it
Morehead State for last year's embar- we had been playing on grass we would and three. But quarterback Tremain
other),
but also run as a team,"
(the
open
date),
though."
have
dug
up
that
end
of
the
fie
ld
in
the
Lewis slipped on the t urf and went
rassing 69-6 loss. Most important,
N
arewski
said of his top two
quarter."
first
down
short
of
the
f'Irst
down.
It
would
though, they were at home, where they
Lewis was among those Racers who
fmishers.
The
Eagles
came
back
in
the
second
be
the
last
real
scoring
chance
t
he
had played their best football so far.
had a day they would like to forget , as
quarter as kicker Craig Ber e hit a
He also noted the perforBut hampered by a brisk 20-mph 41-yard field goal to cut t he Racer lead Racers would get.
he
completed just two out of 12 pass at "The
defense
stepped
up
and
did
mance
of Murray's third, fourth
wind, a disappointingly small crowd to 7-3.
tempts for 40 yards. He also was sacksome
good
things
for
us,
but
we
just
and
fifth
finishers : J .K .
and a tough Eagle defense, the Racers
The big play of the game came mid- never got it on track on offense," ed three times for a total of 19 yards.
Leseure, 32nd at 21:28, John
lost for the second year in a 1·ow to way through the pel'iod, when Roscoe
"We have to have th at intensity for
Ackerman, 36th at 21:33, and
Morehead, 20-10 and dropping their Graves broke through the Murray Mahoney said. "We made a lot of adjustments
at
halftime,
and
t
he
offen60
minutes,"
Lewis
the
whole
game,
Matt.Malkovich,
38th at 21:35.
record to 2-5 overall, 0-3 in Ohio Valley State line to block Taylor Colby's punt
sive
coaches
felt
that
if
we
could
make
s,
a
id.
"We
didn't
rise
to
the
occasion
.
Conference play.
"We saw our third1 fourth and
and James Hodge recovered in the end some ch anges that we could make We should have knocked them out.
The key to the game was the first zone to put t he Eagles up 10-7. It would things happen but they never did for
flfth men running together,
1
quarter, in which Murray State be a lead Morehead State (2-4 overall, us."
r eally helping each other
Another aspect that could not have
jumped to a quick 7-0 lead on a 4-yard 1-1 OVC) would never relinquish .
along," Narewski said.
helped the Racers was the cr owd, or
Defensively, the Racers did play
touchdown run by running back Chris
The Eagles ad d e d an o t h er well, holding the Eagles to just 190 the lack thereof. Just ovet· 2,000 showRounding out MSU's
Sypho. The Racers, however, had three touchdown before halftime as quarter - yards of total offense. Murray State ed at Stewart Stadium for the
fmishers were Kevin Ward,
other opportunities before the quarter back Steve Donato found running back
Morehead game.
50th at 21:52, Stevon Roberts,
had more yards, gaining 207, and had
was over, and all three of those chances Darrin Harris for a 26-yard score with
95th at 23:'0 4, and Ray Egbert,
more first downs (14-11), but all of
"Having a big crowd does make a difcame in Eagle ter ritory.
about a minute remaining to put
98th at 23:08. About 160 runthose statistics did not help the Racers.
Lewis
said.
"It
makes
a
ference,"
Fullback David Cox fumbled at the Morehead up 17·7 at the intermission.
ners comlJeted in the men's
Racer linebacker Martin Diehl was a
player play well; it makes him want it
Morehead State 44- to end one drive,
The Racers came back to cut the lead
division at Vanderbilt.
big par t of the defensive effort. He had
more."
The women's team finished
seventh at Vanderbilt in a
22-team field, scoring 186
points. Ohio State won the
women' s division with 43
points~ Senior Kendra Hedlund
'
recorded a 16th-place finish for
By MIKE PADUANO
top perillfeter players in the Murray', coming in at 18:31.
Reporter
league last year. Coble averag- Junior Rebbeca Mizner was
For the first time in years
ed 13.7 points and King averag- 25th at 18:46, sophomore
"I couldn't have
Murray State's basketball team
ed 11.7 points.
Melody Helgerson was 43rd at
asked them to
will be living up to its
Murray State will need con- 19:45 and Monica Koosman
nickname: the Racers.
tributions from some of last was 49th at 19:48. Freshman
adapt any
First-year head coach Scott
year's reserves. Sophomore Lasenna Powell rounded out
better."
Edgar has made it widely
Cedric Gumm backed up Allen MSU's top five, finishing 60th
known t hat MSU will be a more
last year at guard. Scott Adams at 20:14.
Scott Edgar
upbeat, run-and-gun style
and Scott Sivills should see
The men and women have
basketball coach
team, and after a week of pracmore playing time at forward.
both
had good seasons in 1991,
tice he said he likes what he
N
arewski
said, and they hope
Among t h e talen ted
has seen of his new team.
to
fmish
with
respectable perto
handle
the
transition
able
"I couldn't have asked them
newcomers to the Racer proformances
in
the
OVC Chamgame.
to adapt any bett er," Edgar
gram are Bo Walden and
"I found out this week that Maurice Cannon. Walden led pionships. He said he believes
said. "I think we accomplished
Popeye can get down the floor the nation in junior college his team is ready for the meet
a lot in the flrst week."
as
well as anybody we have," scoring with 27.8 points a but will have to overcome some
Along with the new system,
Edgar
said.
game, and Cannon averaged minor aches and pains to
the Racers will h ave to learn to
The
Racers
wil1
get
junior
27.8 points at Shelby St ate measure up to the stiff Ohio
play together and contend with
a schedule that jncludes Texas, point guard Frank Allen back Community College last year...
"The big challenge is going to
Missour i, Memphis State and from academic suspension Dec.
be
Eastern Kentucky," he said.
18
after
the
first
six
games.
Although
the
Racers
have
Arkansas State.
"They're
head and shoulders
Senior center Popeye Jones is Allen, an All-OVC selection, been practicing for little more
above
the
the lone starter returning from averaged 14.1 points and than a week, some players are conference.'' rest of the
last year's 24-9 squad, which almost four assists per game already out with inj uries.
Each college is allowed to
Sivilla will miss more than a
went to the NCAA. Jones, who last year.
Photo by DON MCCUISTON h as been selected as high as
If the Racers are to win their week of practice with a frac- enter seven men and seven
All-American candidate Popeye Jones will try to lead the Racers first-team All-America in the fifth straight OVC champion- tured hand, Craig Ray has an women in the OVC Championto their fifth consecutive OVC title under new coach Scott preseason , averaged 20.2 points ship, Edgar will also have to injured knee, Jamal E vans has ships. The NCAA District ID
replace four-year starter Paul a pulled muscle and Darren meet will be Nov. 9 in GreenEdgar. Jones averaged 20 points and 14 rebounds per game last and 14.2 rebounds last year.
ville, S.C.
season.
Edgar said Jones should be King and Greg Coble, two of the Hill has an injured ankle.

.

Eagles take second straight win

Basketball team looking forward·to season

Racer of the Week

Lance Goldhahn

Lanoe Goldhahn helped the Racer
rifle team defeat the Univers ity of Kentucky at Lexington, earning him Racer
of the Week honors.
Goldhahn led all s hoote rs with an
1150 in s mallbore and a 388 in air rifle
competition, as the Racers defeated
the Wildcats by a team score of 4570 to
4450 in s mallbore, and 1519 to 1466 in
air rifle.
Goldhahn recently tried out for the
NationalShooting Team In Chino, Calif.
Although he did not make the team,_he
did make it to the second round in the
air rifle competition.
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Lady Racer head coach Kelly Breazeale and
members of the team went to Murray Middle
School last week to encourage kids to stay
away from drugs and alcohol and stay in
school.
Breazeale feels that it's time to change the
beliefs of the public and do something positive
for the youth of our community, while the team
enjoys being with the kids, signing autographs,
and giving basketball demonstrations.
Story on Page 12

Intramural deadlines

Halloween s crimmage

Today is the deadline for punt, pass
& kick; and coed basketball.
Other upcoming events offered by
Campus Recreation this month are
preseas on basketball1 0/31 and fraternity racquetball 10/31.
In the month of November, Campus
Recreation will offercoed volleyball11/
7, Indoor Soccer 11 fl, turkey s hoot 11 I
14 and trivia bowl 11/21.
In December, there will be a Frosty
Run 12/1.
For more information concerning
these events contact Campus Recreation in the Curris Center at 762-6791 .

The Lady Racer basketball team will
host a blue/gold intrasquad scrimmage
Halloween night. Game time is at 7
p.m.
Prizes will be given to both males and
females who are dressed in appropriate Halloween attire.
Prizes will also be given to those
groups who make the loudest noise
during the game.
Admission is free for persons in costume, and one can of food for those not
in costume.
For more information contact coach
Kelly Breazeale at 762-4497.

ft.
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Lady Racers 'just say no'
By SCOTT FLEMING
Sports Editor

Head coach Kelly Breazeale
and the Lady Racer basketball
team players have packed their
uniforms and gone to several
area elementary and middle
schools to promote a "say no to
drugs" campaign.
"A lot of kids look up to
athletes, especially college
athletes in uniform," Breazeale
said.
"We went to schools and
spoke to them about staying in
school and saying no to drugs,"
she said. "We did a little
basketball demonstration first
and got the kids involved,
which got the kids fired up."
Breazeale said it is time to
change public perceptions
about college athletics.
The team has traveled as far
as Hopkins County, visiting
Charleston Elementary School.
It has also visited Murray Middle School and plans to go to
Providence Elementary and
Calloway County Middle
School.
"Lora Mote does a super job
because she is a real enthusiastic person," Breazeale
said. "The kids look up to her
because she doesn't• have that
athlete appearance - she just
talks on the same wave length
as the kids."

Photo by DON MCCUISTON
From left, "Fondo" Garner, Lora Mote, Mechelie Shelton and Jennifer Parker talk to students at
Murray Middle School during the Lady Racers' v isit there last week.

"We got to sign autographs, ed, last week.
and that was fun," said Mote, a
"It was good for me to go back
senior from Columbus, Ind. to Murray Middle and talk to
"You don't realize how people kids, because that's where I
look up to you. They idolize you started," Parker said, "and just
because you play college ball." to show them that anyone can
The same can be said of be successful if they work hard
sophomore Jennifer Parker, enough and stay away from
who stands 5 feet 7 inches tall. drugs."
Parker, who is from Murray,
"I enjoyed it because people
went back to to Murray Middle that looked up to me, I can enSchool, which she once attend- courage them to be successful

without the drugs and to have
confidence in themselves,'' said
Fondeolyn "Fondo" Gardner, a
6-foot senior from Florien, La.
"You can't have like a
Charles Thompson out at
Oklahoma who goes out and
says not to use drugs and then
gets busted for using cocaine
the next day,.. Breazeale said.
"The Lady Racers here can
back up what they say."

Riflers fare well in competition
By HEATH~
E~
R~K~
E_
I T~H_______
Staff Writer

The Murray State rifle team
is using the 1991-92 season to
continue its long tradition of
excellence.
The team traveled Saturday
to Lexington to compete
against the University of Kentucky. MSU had two squads,
the gold and the blue, competing against UK. Both
squads turn in four individual
scores that were combined into
two composite scores for each of
the two sections of the match.
The MSU gold squad, consisting of Murray's top competitors, won both the
smallbore rifle and the air rifle
segments of the competit!on,
outscoring UK 4570 to 4450 in
smallbore and 1519 to 1466 in

"We will perform better this
weekend at the
Golden Eagle
Invitational.''
Elvis Green
rifle coach

air rifle,
Junior Lance Goldhahn was
the top shooter for the gold
squad, scoring 1150 in the
smallbore competition and 388
in the air competition.
Sophomore All-American Beth
Herzman helped the gold squad
with 1149 in smallbore and 371

in air rifle. Freshman Benji
Belden, who scored 1131 in
smallbore and 384 in air rifle,
and Diana Muth, who shot 1140
in smallbore and 376 in air rifle, also competed for the gold
squad.
The MSU blue squad lost the
smallbore section of the competition to UK 4414 to 4450 but
defeated Kentucky in the air rifle segment 1497 to 1466.
Sophomore John Cline led the
blue squad in both smallbore
and air rifle with scores of 1119
and 381, respectively.
Sophomore Kate Kellerman
finished with 1114 and 375 for
the blue squad. Junior Karen
Harbaugh turned in a 1095 and
370. Freshman Angie Ames
competed for the blue team in
smallbore only, scoring a 1086.
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Photo by DON MCCUISTON
Murray State 's Sarah Deerworth (12) and Melissa Webster
listen to Instructions from coach Oscar Segovia.

Doty sets kill record
as Racers win twice
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

Freshman Angie Johnson's air
rifle score for the blue squad
was 371.
MSU rifle coach Elvis Green
was not necessarily pleased
with his team's win at Lexington, however.
"We did not perform near our
potential at UK," Green said.
"We will perform better this
weekend at the Golden Eagle
Invitational at Tennessee Tech
University and then against
the Air Force Academy here at
Murray State."
The team is busy during .fall
Break with two competitions.
They will compete in the
Golden Invitational at Tennessee Tech and then host the
U.S. Air Force Academy Oct.
25-26 at Stewart Stadium's rifle range.

In volleyball action the Lady Racers have started the second half of their season with a 6-4 OVC record after
defeating Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech last
weekend.
The Racers played some hard fought matches but came up
with the victory against Middle Tennessee 15-9, 12-15, 17·16,
15-17 and 16-14.
,
Jill Doty set an all-time MSU record with 36 kills and 24
digs. Beth Bair had 11 kills and 22 digs.
Saturday night the Racers faced Tennessee Tech and again
came out the victors 10-15, 15-12, 14-16, 15,e and 15·12. Jill
Doty had 25 kills and 18 digs followed by Renee Bailey with
15 kills. Beth Bair led the Racers with 19 digs.
"We played really well this past weekend. We fell into a little slump there for a little while, but we were able to pull
together. We have a tough schedule coming up. We play
Arkansas State and DePaul this weekend which I think will
be good for us. We've really been working on our defense and
our serving, and I think we have a really good chance of winning the rest of our games. Now they'll be coming to our
place," Doty said.
The Racers play Evansville at home Tuesday, Oct. 29. The
game will be televised live on MSU TV 11.

I

;r·:·J
.......
__RAISl.NG
___...
,..,,_.........,,...,...,
,

. . . . - . , . . . . . b I I'J L

!For !4.{[:Your Jewe{ry :J{f,eds

1008 a.e.tmat '1836084

SERVING

Special Showing
of

Dead
•
A g a 1 n 11,,

MURRAY

II

II

I

·

11 Lm. - 12:30 a.m.
11 LID. - 1:30 LJD.
Noon - 11:SO p.m.

COUPON!

Starring
Kenneth Branagh
Andy Garcia
Wednesday
Oct. SO

at 7:10&: 9:15p.m.
Admission

$1.50
per ticket

per show

A Full Une of Paint, Lumber, cmd CODc:rete Blocks
for '!bose Custom Shal1 Unitsl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Ccmy,
and Sped.al Orders

Bel-Air Shopping
Store houra:
7 :JO . . .. • 1 ,....
Center
llondar-FrtdaJ
. ....,., ...... . 4 ......
759·139 0
Iunday 1 ,_.., ·'I p.a
COUPON!

'

I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• LATE NIGHT •• FREE ORDER •• 2 - 14" PIZZAS ••
1 TOPPING
• OF BREAD STICKS •
••
•• WITHSPECIAL
1 • 14" PIZZA •• WITH 1- 14" PIZZA ••
••
••
1 TOPPING
•• AT REGULAR ••
••
PRICE
• $}095 .~ ••
•
••
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
••
10111101'11
,_..us-"
•
,_...us ....
••
•
Olhrf
••
•• v.... Willi,.,., c.,... •• Not Wlltl/wrt
•
•••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••

$5.99 ..

Alldillonll

Not

011111'

AddiboMI
YaW

011.- Coupon

Aoldihonlll
Not Vabl Wllh ,.,.,

US t~

Coupon
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SCOREBOARD
Offenslyt Leaders
RUSHINO • Murray Stale, Cox 44,
Reynolds 38, McGowan 33, Sypho 31,
Lewla 13. Morehead. tW!il 78, Dim 37,
Jerdlne21 .
PASSINO · Murray Stale, Lewla 2·12·
0 40, 0 TO, long 22. Morehead, Oonalo
7-18-1 67, 1 TO, long 26.
RECEJVINO • Murray Stale, Sypho
22, Redmoncl18. Moleheed, Salyer 34,
Han1a 26, Olveraen 8.

Football Standings
QYQ ALL
3-0 (5-1)

Eastem Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Murray State

3-1

(4-2)

2-2 (2·6)
(2-4)
1-2 (3-3)
1-2 (1-6)
*1-3 (1-6)
0-3 (2·5)

Qtfenalyt Ltaders

*1·1

For

lli

Tack las
Silmon
Olbbs
Aktldge
Todd
Carpenter
lleH

• T . , _ SW.'a gwne vs. Jllc*Mn SC... lind
~ SIIU'agwnevs. w.-m ~

_......,~IIIIML

7

5
6

5
5
4
4
6

Swayda

Hobeon

Volleyball Standlnas

AI IA.l.

.L.R.U

10
10
8
6
7
7
8
6

3
5
2
1
2
3
4
0

2·11
3-8

1-4
1-4
0
0
0
0

Diehl, 1, pua Interception; SUIImon, 1,
paaa broken up; Gl*, 2, pus I8Cka.

QYQ ALL
7-1(13-11)
7-2(11-11)
6·4(8-12)
5-3 (11·9)
4-3 (11·9)
3-6 (5-18)
2-7 (2-18)

Eastem Kentucky
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Middle Tenessee
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

o-9 (5·13)

/- :.·'
,.-

I

'--.J

Placing• for
Hunt Stat

EQl 'INE

0
3

3
0

MSU - Sypho, • • run (0111 kick).
MoSU- Sere, 41 , field goal.
MoSU - Hodge, 0, punt retum
(Bare kick).
MoSU - Harris, 28, pass from
Danato (Sere kick).
MSU - Dill, 31, fle4d goal.
MoSU • Sere, 37, field goal.

IWl
Rrst Downs.••••••..•.••••••• 14
Rushes/ Yards••.••••• 57/167
Paaslng...... .....••••.••••• 4)
CompJAttJint••..••••• 2/12/0
Total Otfense•••••••••.••..207
Gain Per Play............. 3.0
Return Yards.•......••...•.• 21
Fumblea/Lost•.•••••••...•• -413
Penalties/ Yatds. •..•....6/44
Interceptions/ Yards..... 1/0
Punta/ Yards...•••••.••. 6/44
Average Per Punt.•••••••• :1M
Punt Retums/Yarda.•.••3/21
Kick Returna/Yarda..• 2/49
Third-Down Conv........ 5/17
Sacka by DefJYarda••••.216
Possesalon Time•..••• 27:55

:wL
11
491123
fJl
711811
190
2.8
a&
1/0
8180
<W
81261
32.6
1124

212:8
5118
4122
32:05

RACER SPORTS WEB

Placlngs tor October 12
Hunt Stlt
Novice Fences
Krlaaan MacKenzie
aendeOO
Walk/ Trot

Beginner Walk/ Trot/ Clnter
Ayers
01
Advtnced Walk/ Trot/ Clnter
Krystoaek
Nuthala
WynkDop
Novice Flat
Clvtsty Ash
Andree Woods
aendeOO
Intermediate Flat
Huey

3rd
54h

ume..

3rd
3rd
5th
8lh
2nd
4th

8lh
2nd

54h
8lh
8lh

TlllllmY ~
Mellaaa Wilson
Novice Flat
Michele Denwee
Tiffany T8l.l'lton
Stock Stat
WaJkl Trot
Boyers
Laura Colenwl

54h
511

1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd

Sherry Glaas
C&roiWol
Shaley Baird

Cloud
Donia

4th

Intermediate 1
Wilson

1st
2nd
3rd

01
Newel
Intermediate II
Ayers

2nd
2nd
3rd

2S

Thur.dlly 81

w~so

Unlv. of
EvanaviUe
NarlhOym
7p.m.

!

ovc
Cllelllpl6flehlp
-:

Nethvllil,

*Women's
CrossCountry

2nd
2nd

T~n.

TBA ~:

...

South•n llllftola/
'T·UP Touma111ent

Men's
Tennis

4th

~

TBA
·:<

-~

' ,-,,_

:

'

. -~-

,,

o:-)

Unlv._of LOul1viU.
lnvtltltlonel TCKIIII81111nl
TBA

Women's
Tennis

I

Home

I I

I

Away

•No Scheduled Event

*Golf
Ool...., &ole
lnvlltltlontr
Coaki-AI, Tenn..
Til A

Rifle

Air Force

TIA

*Rodeo

2nd
3rd
4th

1st

2nd
3rd
8lh

- - TE:\NIS
RHults of the Lady RM:ers Invitational
Tournament 0c:to1»r 18-19.

111m Buulta
Murray State
IJT-Mirtn
Murray State
U. of lndlanapols
S.W. MI880Url
Murray State

Lady Racers liS. TennesSH Tech Ill

MSU 1 0 1 5
14
MoSU 1 5 1 2
16
lndlyldual Leaders

15
12

KILLS • Doty 25, Bally 15, Brown 5,
Price 3, Blair 2, Mor1hland 2.
ASSISTS · Rubio 22, Highland 14 ,
Donnelly 10, Blair 2, Morthland 2.
DIGS · Blair 19, Ooty 18, Geralds 7,
Morthland 7, Highland 6, Bally 4, Rubio

4.

Iff

8

-

15
6

__I

0

CR<>SS

C<ll lNTRY

r

5
Men:t results In the 20-Team
Vanderbullt Invitational at Nashville,

4

Bra yea
Eagles

Women's Results out of 22-Teams.
Top 10 Ttam Finishes

Cooksville, Tenn., October 19.

8
3

1. Ohio Stale
43
2. Southern Illinois
81
3. Middle TeMeaeee
9l
4. VandenMMit
108
5. Berry
122
6. Alk. · uttle Rock
174
7. Murray State
188
8. Georgia State
200
252
9. Western Kentucky
10. Emocy
299
Top 5 Lady Racer Finishers
Kendra Hedlund
16th
18:31
Rebeoca Mlzener
23rd
18:46
Melody Helgerson
40th
19:35
Monica Koosman
46th
19:48
l.aSenna Powell
60th
20:14

Tenn., October 19.

Top 5 Team Finishes

va.

Mu/'freeaboro, Tenn., October 18.
MSU 1 5 1 2
17
15
MTSU 9 15 16
17

16
14

Individual Ltadtra
KILLS • *Doty 36, Balr 11, Deerworth

8, Price 6, Rubio 6.
ASSISTS • Donnelly 35,Rublo 27,
Price 1.
DIOS·· Doty 24, Balr 22, Donnelly 18,
1st Rubio 9, Dearwot1h 12, Oeralda 7.
8th - * MSU Record
1st

Advanced
Clendenin
Wynkoop

T~y

Monday 28

J~.M.

Men's
CrossCountry

1st
2nd
3rd

Newell
Cloud
Intermediate II
Ayers
Wlleon
Advanced I
Wooda
Advanced II
Tanon
Wynkoop
Cl-**'
Ash

Sundey 27

Ark. St.,
e>.Peul Unlv.

Volleyball

1st
2nd
3rd
3rd
5th
6th

01

I.JraAa Wl8on
Jennifer Donia
Beginner Walk/ Trot/ Canter
Dena A'/fKI
Krista Newell
RonnaOI
Advanced Walk/ Trot/ Canter
Usa t<ryatosek
Kale

Walk/ Trot
Colenwl

Saturday 25

*Football

1st
3rd
5th

Baird
Wlleon
Cloud

Friday 25

ePOAT

4th
5th

Olua
Boyers
Jennifer Oliver
Donia
WoH
Intermediate

October 11

-W:(Cbld

Mo......_d 20
Murray St.te 1 0
MoSU
0 . 17
MSU
7
0

3rd
54h
8lh

Stock Stlt

Intermediate Fences
Heather Haley
Novice Fencas
Stephanie Clendenin
Walk/ Trot
Usa Boyers

~ F<><>TBAI.t

Advanced II
Denwee
Taunlcn
Nuthala

1. Western Kentucky
2. Murray Stlte
3. Alabama ·Birmlngham126
Ark.- Uttle Rock
5. Berry

93

124
126
132

Top 5 Racer Finishers
Chra Barrlgar
Carl Dillard
James L.eeeure
John Ackerman
Malt Malkovlc:tt

71h

20:37
20:44
21 :28
21 :33
21 :35

9th

32nd
36th
38th

Rs1u1ts of Intermural Footbal •• of
Tuesday, Oc1otw 23.

HUL

.Yl:.L.

Longballs

2.0
1.0
1.0
1-1
1·1
0.1
0.1
0.2

W.-mabee'a
Red<Dls
Colton Clubbera
Jukes
1NA
War Mongers
RIIYIIn' Rebels

2.0
2.0
1.0
1-1
0.1

cat~

Long Gone
48ers .
Bad Taste
Protruding Foreheads
Macho's ArrrPt

().2

0.2

RICI[S

"FSlJ'
Recldeaa Abandon
Hille's Heroes
Rt.nlln' Rabbis
The "Bears*
Prtmellme
Big (UK) Blue

2.0
1.0
1-1
0.1
0.1
0.1
().()

Thomas
End Zone Prone
Cereal Kllers
Beta Rho Rhlnoa
The Mutants
Armageddon Boys
J.C. & the Boys
Molorheada

2.0
1.0
1·1
1-1
o-1
0.2
().()

Fraternity

m

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

ATO
IX

AX.A
IlKA
KA
:FAIB
ArP

().2
().2

0.2
0.2

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

MISC.

MISC.

FOUND

Aahley, you did a great Job In
the Mr. Alpha Omicron PI 500
ConteetiYourcoacheathought
you were awesome. Thanks
fora great)obi Your Alpha Tau
Omega 500 Coaches.

Molly, Jill, Sara. and Jean
Thank You so much for being
there. Now It Is time for me. Jill
E.

Young lady ~ WOfk u a ICUiptor's model at very high wageel
Fleldble houra. Contact Mark
Franks Monday afternoon,
evening, and Tuesday morning
at 753-5353.

Growing aportswee.rco~
which Mila merchandlae to
sororttles and fraternities Is
looking tor campua repreaentatlvea. Workonenlghtaweek
andaverage$50-$1 ooa week.
Muat have experlenoe In l'8tall
sales and knowledge of the
greek system. Call 800-3364488.

Habitat for Humanity Wed. Oct.
30, 9 p.m., CUn1s Center BarkJey Room, 3rd Aoor. Maldng
a difference In Murray 17)1 Helplng People Help Themselves.
Habitat for Humanity.

MSU Escort Selvtce, Dept. of
Public safety offef'S escort
service after dark 7 days a
week. Call762·2222.

RedCrossBioodDrlwOonora
NeededCUn1sCentsr0ct.29th
and 3oth. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m

Haveyoufoundsomethlngthat
doesn't belong to you? MvertlseltFREEintheMunayStste
Newsclaaslfleds.

James and Trtsh, you guys are
greatl Thanks for all your help
this year In beating c¥acllne. I
think news section deserves a
vacation! Leigh

Krlstl - Thank you for an In·
credibly wonderful year of
learning what love Ia. Through
the laughterand the tears, one
thing has remained constant
-lwtllalwaysloveyou. Happy
Anntversaryll Your forever BryanT.
HeyKrlsty, Thanksformaldng
rrrt birthday so awesomelYour
a great roomie so dl1ve home
safely because I don't feel like
flndlnganotherroommatel Hal
Love, Becky.
K - Thanks for being there last
week. Sorry I won1ed you.- A

JRTSoftball '91. TV-11 brought
their bata .•• but MSU News
forgot their ballsI TV-11 wins
10-9. Close but no clgarl
Ecltorlal Board: Forget the
menus, but bring appetites
SUnday 6 p.m. Or. AL.

FOR RENT
Lake Front Cabin Pine BluffBy Day (Min. 2 days) or Week.
Deposit Required. 753-9658.

FreeSc:hdarahlp lnfun1 don for
students. Please caH for free
brochure. Reautta guaranteed.
1-800-937-1797Ext.15
Eam $2500 & Free trtpa selling
Splfng Break Packages to

Bahanu, Mexico, Jamaica.
Roftdal Beet tripe & P11ceal
Spring Breai<Travel1-800-6386786.

Crul8e ShlpJobe. Hlrtng menWomen SUnwner/Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
FOR SALE
GUIDES, RECREATION PERLadles Nlke Hiking Boots. SONNEL. Excellent pay plua
Great Concltlon. Size 6 1/2. FREE travel. Caribbean, HaWIIIII,
Originally cost $80. Wll sell for_ Bahamaa, South Pacific,
$40 o .B.o . cau 759-4971, Mexico. CALL NOW! Cal refundable. 1-208-736-7000, Ext.
leave meaaage.
355c.
For Safe 2 Green Arm Chairs.
And a Job In the clualfllc:ls
Only$30. 7~1000.

1be Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Wed. 3 p.m.

Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
Ftiday 2:30- 5:00,Tuesday and Thursday 1-4 p.m .
Closed weekends and holidays.

RIDES
Going somewhere and need a
ride? And one through the
claaslfleds. Stop by Room 111
and get more Information or
call762--4478.

lllllt.

a tension-lJreaking
message in the
classified•

MIF Share large 3 bedroom, 2
story house. AC, A replace and
wood stove, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, mlaowave, big
yard, decl<, !Woe and qulel
PanorarnaShoresonKYL.al<e.
15 minutes from MSU. $150
month and half of utilities. Call
436-2094.
expenses
aave
money I Rnd a roommate with

shilrii

Far~$1.
Par a Hmltwd tt.m., J'GII CIID plue a 10 ward
cle,fftecl iD, tJ. pw••tel• ..... for CIDJ.7 $1.

ana

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1hr: Murray StDe News $1 Personal Classlfled

ISilUiil!lml,

Wllhout MSU 10: 20¢ per wan:t

.

INDEX

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

TJ 's

ROOMMATES
BUSNESS
SERVICES
• FOR RENT

FOR SAlE
HElP WANTED
LOST&FOUNO

ar

FUOES
MISeNOTICE

~B-Q ~~

BURGERS

~~~--~~--~~~----~-~
Friday and Saturday Night Buffet ~

$6795

~
~

Bal'-B-Q Rib&, Pond Raised Catfish, Fried Chicken,
Food Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, and Drink
Weekly Special Only $2.49

~

The Place Ain't Fa:ncy But Slw Is Good Food

~ ~St.
~

Expires 10-31-91

PEASOIW.S

Over Twenty Words
WlthMSUID: 1Qeperwan:t
Wlf)outMSUID: 15eperword
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
NJa may be mailed along with payment to:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Seud a stressed friend,,-n..

ROOMMATES

RATES

Wlh MSU 10: 1S, per wan:t

:For %{'Your Jewe{ry ~eds
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP
WAN'TEDIII NORTH AMER·
ICA'SBESTOAMNTOURCO.
ON.Y H·LIFE CAN OFFER
YOU A GREE SPRING
BREAKTRIPFOREVERY20
PAID AND A CHANCE TO
WIN A YAMAHA WAVEJAM·.
MER. JOING THOUSANDS
OF OTHER CAMPUS REPS
CALL NOW 1-800-263·5804.

JolntheMURRAYMOUNTAIN
BIKERS. Putyourkneeslnthe
bf'eeze while exploring the
woods and wilds of Western
Kentucky. On and off road
weekend bike likes. Anyone
with a mountain bike welcome.
Call436-2094.

'753-()()oj5
~A'A'A'A'A'A'A'A'A'A'A"A"""'-'

u_

IY

~

p;

'J{g,w 9iong l)(png

!f{f,staurant
Luncfieon Specia£
!Montfay - J'riday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$2.95
Surufay - 1"ritfay 11 a.m. · 10 p.m.

Saturday 4:30p.m. - 10 p.m.
open 7 aays a week_
Cal[ 753-4488 for Carry-outs.
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Support MSU•••

BUDGET

Where
W'ODlen stand

00 RAa!'.RS, 00 JW:ZRS
00 .RA£ZRS. 00 JW:ZRS
GO RACERS, 00~

Continued from Page 1

"This is a permanent reduc- costs and 35 percent is housing, he said. "But I don't think it is
tion from July 1 of this year and food service and other impossible, and I'm very opevery subsequent year," he auxiliaries.
timitic about it."
said. "It is also very difficult to
He said where personnel costs
Phonathon efforts as well as
reduce a budget that is already must be considered, ad- other fund-raising campaigns
allocated."
justments for retirements, for the center will continue as
Kurth's memorandum said resignations and deaths will be scheduled.
the necessary cuts will be made accounted for.
"There has been some con·
"with principle consideration
Kurth and Bylaska stressed cern as to whether this
focused on the University's the position that reduction in phonathon is infringing on
ability to fulfill its mission in continuing salary lines will be their (departmental)
education."
the last choice.
phonathons, but from our best
He also said, however, that no
Bylaska said after facing cuts professional advice it is not,"
horizontal cut will be made four years ago, there are not Kurth said.
across the University budget.
many options. "We can't rule
Snider said although this cut
"That is the easiest way, but anything out," he said.
is a very serious one, it is the
it is the least functional way,"
Kurth also said a primary first one in four years.
he said. "We have to keep up area in which to reduce costs is
"In the decade of the '80s, we
the units that are most directly in the filling of vacant positions had three or four cuts, and this
related to our mission."
at the University.
is not the most drastic of them,"
Jim Booth, provost and vice
He said vacancies will be ex- he said. "This one just hurt
president for academic affairs, amined very carefully because more because not everyone was
and Don Kassing, vice presi- not filling all of them "is the prepared for it."
dent for student affairs, met easiest way not to hurt existing
Snider said the University's
with the deans of the six col- employees.
budgets have been getting
leges and directors of campus
"I am not committed to not leaner and leaner.
programs yesterday to discuss hiring, but it is a primary area
"The legislators and the
areas for reductions.
to conserve funds," he said. governor will not recommend
The deans and directors were " There are jobs that are cutting the fat," he said,
asked to provide two reports, crucial."
"because they recognize there
one indicating how that unit
Kurth said bonded capital im- is not fat to cut out."
would meet a 4 percent cut and provements, such as the
Kurth said his recommendaanother a 7 percent cut to deter- regional special events center, tions for budget reductions, basmine where reductions will be will not be affected by the cuts. ed on the reports of the deans
taken.
"We have $10 million ap- and directors, will be presented
Kurth and Bylaska said that propriated, but this could to the Board of Regents before
70 percent of the educational definitely make it more dif- it is taken to the Council on
and general budget is personnel ficult to get addtional funding," Higher Education.

ACT
Continued from Page 1

which is used for admissions,
but rather on the subscores in
respective subjects.
Under the newer enhanced
ACT test, any student scoring
below 17 in math or 18 in
English is required to take
either Math 100 or English 100.
Students with low scores in the
reading comprehension sections are encouraged to take only Reading 120.
Higher subscores are used to
place students in certain levels
of math and English classes,
said Roy Helton, director of student advising.
Marian Posey, director of the
Faculty Resource Center, said

the enhanced ACT is more
helpful to the adviser because
of the breakdown of scores.
Under the old ACT, used
through spring 1989, scores
were only given in math,
English, social studies and the
natural sciences. Using the
enhanced ACT, an adviser can
now tell the ability of a student
in not only math and English
but also his ability to comprehend through reading and
science reasoning sections,
which replaced the factual
social studies and natural
science sections.
Smith said no noticeable differences have been noted in the

scores of the students taking
the enhanced ACT, but the
needs of the students are
recognized earlier with the new
scores.
"The reading shows if there
was a deficiency in high school
learning," she said.
While the subscores have
become more useful to the adviser, the University still looks
at the composite score for
admissions.
Using the composite score, a
student is placed either into a
baccalaureate program, an
associate program or a
preperatory program.

2 for $5.99 -.uncll Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

in the Episcopal
Church.

If you believe that men and women should
share equally in the sacraments and
service of Christianity, join us where God's
calling can be anwered by anyone.

The Episcopal Church

FtsberiDDC

•tantac

(R)

Robba WUlJam•
.Jeff

Freddy's Dead:
The Final

tmare

(R)

St. J ohn's Episcopal Church, 1620 W.Main St.
Holy Eucharist 8 a.m. & 1&.30 a.m. Sundays

C{assic Pizza
759-1551

Boun:
Monday - Thanday
Friday a: Satwday

3 p.m. - 12 LD1.
12 p.m. - 12 LD1.

SJJeeial
I

1 Topping 14"
$5.99

18" Classic Party
$ 11.9 9

FREE DELIVERY
($4 minimum)

Don't Forget !

r-------------------------~
:
. BUFFET SPECIAL • :
•I
2 all-you-can-eat
99 1
I
1
lunch buffets
:

$5

I

•Drtnks not included- speda.l good through 11/8/91

1
I
1

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

1

L-------------------------~
r-------------------------~
:$BUFFET
SPECIAL$>:
I

J

$6

•Dr1nks not tncluded- speCial good through 11/8/91

99 I•

•

I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8 :30p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

Chestnut Street

753-8656

~es<Lay,()ct.29

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Curris Center Ballroom
Find A Major That
Is Right For You!!

